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Abstract
Redox flow batteries (RFBs) are one of the most promising candidates for stationary largescale energy storage systems with regard to cost, cycle life, design flexibility, and safety.
Among various RFBs, vanadium redox flow batteries (VRFBs) have the advantage of
overcoming the cross-contamination of both electrolytes because VRFBs use the same V ion
as the active species in both the anolyte and the catholyte. In spite of the various advantages
of VRFBs, the performance of VRFBs needs to be further improved for the commercialization.
The performance of VRFBs is significantly affected by the electrochemical activity of the
electrode because the vanadium ion redox reactions take place at the graphite felt electrode
surface during the charge-discharge process. To improve the electrochemical activity of
graphite felt electrodes, facile methods for preparing nitrogen-doped carbon coated graphite
felt electrodes using nitrogen-containing materials were developed. First, 1-ethyl-3methylimidazolium dicyanamide (EMIM dca), an ionic liquid containing a high content of
nitrogen, was used as an effective precursor for nitrogen doping on graphite felt surfaces. The
effect of EMIM dca derived nitrogen doped graphite felt on the performance of VRFBs was
investigated by various physical and electrochemical analyses. When employed in chargedischarge tests, the single cells with the nitrogen doped graphite felts showed outstanding
performance. The improved performance is attributed to the high nitrogen content on the
graphite felt, which increased the electrocatalytic activity of vanadium redox reactions. Second,
polyacrylonitrile (PAN), which contains 26 wt% of nitrogen atoms, was employed to fabricate
nitrogen-doped carbon materials on graphite felt surfaces. PAN was coated on graphite felt to
improve the performance of VRFB single cell electrodes by utilizing the mechanism of the
process of manufacturing carbon fiber from PAN. After optimizing the amount of PAN coated,
a single cell with PAN derived nitrogen-doped graphite felt showed higher performance than a
single cell with electrodes prepared by conventional treatment methods. In addition to
improving the performance of the electrode by chemical methods, we examined the effect of
local porosity of the electrodes on the electrolyte flow field in VRFBs at high current densities.
The optimization of local porosity of the graphite felt electrode was carried out to improve the
performance of VRFBs at high current density region.
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Zusammenfassung
Redox-Fluss-Batterien (RFBs) gehören zu den vielversprechendsten Kandidaten für
stationäre Energiespeichersysteme im großen Maßstab in Hinblick auf Kosten, Lebensdauer,
Designflexibilität und Sicherheit. Vanadium-Redox-Fluss-Batterien (VRFBs) haben gegenüber
anderen RFBs den Vorteil, dass sie keine Kreuzkontamination der Elektrolyte aufweisen, da
VRFBs das gleiche V-Ion als aktive Spezies sowohl im Anolyten als auch im Katholyten
verwenden. Trotz der verschiedenen Vorteile von VRFBs muss die Leistung von VRFBs für
die Kommerzialisierung weiter verbessert werden. Die Leistung von VRFBs wird erheblich von
der elektrochemischen Aktivität der Elektrode beeinflusst, da die VanadiumionenRedoxreaktionen an der Oberfläche der Graphitfilzelektrode während des Lade-EntladeProzesses stattfinden. Um die elektrochemische Aktivität von Graphitfilzelektroden zu
verbessern,

wurden

einfache

Verfahren

zur

Herstellung

stickstoffdotierter

kohlenstoffbeschichteter Graphitfilzelektroden unter Verwendung stickstoffhaltiger Materialien
entwickelt. Zunächst wurde 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanamid (EMIM dca), eine
ionische

Flüssigkeit

mit

hohem

Stickstoffgehalt,

als

wirksame

Vorstufe

für

die

Stickstoffdotierung auf Graphitfilzoberflächen verwendet. Die Auswirkung von mit Stickstoff
dotiertem Graphit, der von EMIM dca abgeleitet ist, auf die Leistung von VRFBs wurde durch
verschiedene physikalische und elektrochemische Analysen untersucht. Bei Verwendung in
Lade-Entlade-Tests zeigten die Einzelzellen mit den stickstoffdotierten Graphitfilzen eine
hervorragende Leistung. Die verbesserte Leistung wird auf den hohen Stickstoffgehalt des
Graphitfilzes zurückgeführt, der die elektrokatalytische Aktivität von Vanadium-RedoxReaktionen erhöhte. Zweitens wurde Polyacrylnitril (PAN), das 26 Gew.-% Stickstoffatome
enthält, verwendet, um mit Stickstoff dotierte Kohlenstoffmaterialien auf Graphitfilzoberflächen
herzustellen. PAN wurde auf Graphitfilz aufgetragen, um die Leistung von VRFBEinzelzellenelektroden zu verbessern, indem der Mechanismus des Prozesses zur
Herstellung von Kohlenstofffasern aus PAN genutzt wurde. Nach Optimierung der Menge an
beschichtetem PAN zeigte eine Einzelzelle mit PAN-abgeleitetem stickstoffdotiertem
Graphitfilz

eine

höhere

Leistung

als

eine

Einzelzelle

mit

über

herkömmliche

Behandlungsmethoden hergestellten Elektroden. Zusätzlich zur Verbesserung der Leistung
der Elektrode durch chemische Methoden untersuchten wir den Effekt der lokalen Porosität
der Elektroden auf das Elektrolytflussfeld in VRFBs bei hohen Stromdichten. Die Optimierung
der lokalen Porosität der Graphitfilzelektrode wurde durchgeführt, um die Leistung von VRFBs
im Bereich hoher Stromdichte zu verbessern.
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1.

Introduction

There is a growing interest in renewable energy such as solar and wind power due to
environmental issues such as global warming caused by the use of fossil fuels and rapid
increase in energy consumption [1-3]. However, these energy sources have the disadvantage
of being intermittent and often unpredictable. Therefore, there is a growing need for energy
storage systems that can store such intermittently produced energy and use it at the required
moment. Among various energy storage systems, the vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB),
proposed by Kazacos and coworkers in the 1980s, has received much attention due to its
many advantages such as long life time, low cost, high safety, fast response, and design
flexibility [4-7]. Unlike other types of RFB, VRFB does not need to be concerned about the
issue of cross contamination through the membrane because it uses the same material for
both anode and cathode electrolytes.
In spite of the various advantages of VRFBs, the performance of VRFBs needs to be further
improved for the commercialization. The performance of VRFBs is significantly affected by the
electrochemical activity of the electrode because the vanadium ion redox reactions take place
at the electrode surface during the charge-discharge process [8-10]. Graphite felt has been
widely used as an electrode material for VRFBs because of its large surface area, high
electrical conductivity, and stability in highly acidic electrolytes [11]. However, there is still a
significant need to resolve the low electrochemical activity, poor wettability and kinetic
reversibility of the graphite felt electrode for VRFBs system [12-16]
To improve the electrochemical activity of graphite felt electrodes, many researchers have
performed various surface modifications for graphite felts such as thermal treatment [8], acid
treatment [13], electrochemical oxidation [14], and the introducing of metal [12,15,17-19] and
metal oxides [20-25]. In particular, non-metallic functionalization of the graphite felt via facile
methods has been widely utilized due to cost efficiency. Most of these approaches have been
used to employ oxygen-containing functional groups such as hydroxyl (-OH) and carboxyl
(-COOH) groups on the graphite felt electrodes. These functional groups increase not only the
electrochemical activity in the vanadium redox reactions, but also ensure good wettability of
the graphite felt electrodes, thus decreasing the overpotential in VRFBs system.
In recent years, Nitrogen-doped carbon electrode materials have been explored and have
been reported to exhibit improved electrocatalytic activity in vanadium redox reactions [26,27].
N-doped mesoporous carbon was prepared by a soft-template method and exhibited better
electrochemical redox behavior than the widely used graphite felt electrode [28]. Also, PANbased graphite felt, N-doped by a hydrothermal ammoniated treatment, was reported for VRFB
1

applications [29]. Wang et al. employed N-doped carbon nanotubes on graphite felt (NCNT/GF) by a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process and investigated the electrochemical
performance in VRFB [30]. The cell with N-CNT/GF electrode showed higher energy efficiency
than with pristine graphite felt electrode. The significantly improved performance was attributed
to the unique porous structure and nitrogen doping of N-CNT/GF with increased surface area.
Jin et al. developed N-doped graphene sheets (NGS) to increase the electrocatalytic
performance [31]. NGS was synthesized by annealing graphite oxide with urea at 700-1050 °C
and used as positive electrodes in VRFB. In particular, Kim et al. employed various nitrogen
doping precursors such as polypyrrole, dopamine, and melamine to improve the
electrochemical catalytic activity in vanadium redox reactions via various treatment techniques
[32-34].
On the other hand, the proper distribution of electrolyte in a three-dimensional electrode is
especially important at high current density because it is related to the reactant supply and the
product removal near the electrode surface. Therefore, other studies examined the distribution
of electrolyte in the electrode. Some studies have investigated the compressibility of carbon
felt electrode to enhance the internal mass transport of electrolyte [35,36]. They increased the
performance of the VRFBs system by finding an optimal relationship between the pressure
drop and electrolyte flow rate. Other authors tried to distribute the electrolyte uniformly by
introducing various flow-by channels (e.g. parallel, serpentine, and interdigitated ones) in the
bipolar plate [37-39], thereby increasing the performance of VRFBs. Moreover, advanced
designs of porous electrodes have been shown to improve the overall energy efficiency [40].
Yet, these designs could increase the system efficiency of VRFB system by reducing the
pumping power but could not contribute to increase the power density of VRFB cell. In
summary, the current power densities of VRFBs are still unsatisfactory despite many research
efforts.
In this study, nitrogen-doped graphite felt was developed for VRFB electrode applications. First,
we propose a facile preparation method for nitrogen-doped carbon coated graphite felts using
a nitrogen-containing ionic liquid, 1-ethyl-3-methlimidazolium dicyanamide (EMIM dca), as a
nitrogen doping precursor. EMIM dca not only has a high nitrogen content of 39.5 wt% but also
becomes a nitrogen doped carbon material with 18 wt% of nitrogen when it is heated up to
900 °C in an inert gas [41,42]. EMIM dca has shown good electrocatalytic activity as a nitrogen
containing carbon coating material in polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)
applications [43,44]. For these reasons, various amounts of EMIM dca were coated on graphite
felt electrodes and then thermally treated. The effect of EMIM dca derived nitrogen-doped
graphite felt on the performance of VRFBs was investigated by various physical and
2

electrochemical analyses. Second, Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) was used to fabricate nitrogendoped carbon coated graphite felts. PAN is commonly used as a precursor for producing
carbon fibers and contains 26 wt% of nitrogen atoms in the molecule. Graphite felt, which is
used as an electrode of VRFB, is also mostly manufactured using PAN as a precursor. In the
process of manufacturing PAN-based carbon fibers from PAN, it could be confirmed that
carbon material containing nitrogen can be produced through oxidation and carbonization [45].
PAN was coated on graphite felt to improve the performance of VRFB single cell electrodes
by utilizing the mechanism of the process of manufacturing PAN from carbon fiber. This is
expected not only to increase the surface area but also to improve the performance of the
electrode by using the nitrogen-doping effect through nitrogen in the molecular structure of the
prepared material. As a thermal treatment method for preparing PAN coated graphite felt, the
oxidation and carbonization process of the conventional carbon fiber preparation process were
used. To fabricate nitrogen doped graphite felt electrodes by coating PAN, two steps of thermal
treatment were performed; (1) oxidation at 280°C for 3 hours under ambient atmosphere, (2)
carbonization at 900°C for 1 hour under nitrogen atmosphere. Experiments were performed to
optimize the amount of PAN coating to improve the performance of VRFBs. In addition, the
effect of nitrogen doped graphite felt by coating PAN on the performance of VRFBs was
investigated by various physical and electrochemical analyses. In addition, we tried to enhance
the power density of VRFBs by optimizing the local porosity of the porous electrode. Three
porous electrodes were considered: uniform porosity, low porosity at the electrolyte inlet, and
low porosity at the outlet. Since the theoretical operating voltage of VRFBs is lower than that
of other commercial rechargeable batteries, we tried to increase the power density of VRFBs
by enhancing the energy efficiency at the high current density region through optimization of
local porosity of the electrode. First, we analyzed numerical results of electrolyte flow fields for
VRFBs with different electrode designs. Next, we examined the variation of charge-discharge
curves and energy efficiencies of VRFBs depending on various current densities to understand
the relationship between the variation of electrode porosity and current density. In addition, the
effect of flow rate on the performance of VRFBs under various electrode designs were
investigated in the high current density region. Lastly, we suggested an empirical equation of
optimal distribution of local porosity according to the current density.

3

2.
2.1

Theoratical background
Basic principle of redox flow battery

Redox flow batteries (RFBs) are electrochemical systems that can convert and store electrical
energy to chemical energy by the oxidation and reduction of active electrolyte materials and
releases it when required [46]. Generally, secondary batteries involve the transformation of
chemical energy into electrical energy through simultaneous redox reactions taking place at
solid electrodes including suitable electrolytes [47,48]. However, RFBs employ two redox
couples dissolved in two circulating electrolytes (anolyte and catholyte) which are stored in
separate external tanks and pumped into the redox flow cell where the electron transfer
reactions take place at inert electrodes [49]. Figure 2.1 shows the basic concept of a redox
flow battery.

Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of the structure of a redox flow battery [46].

4

A RFB cell consists of two electrolytes (positive and negative electrolyte) and electrodes
separated by the ion exchange membrane; each compartment is connected to an external
electrolyte tank and a pump. The energy conversion between electrical energy and chemical
energy takes place on the surface of the electrodes while the electrolyte from external
electrolyte tanks circulates into the RFB cell. The reduction reaction at one side electrode
extracts electrons and ions from one side electrolyte, while the oxidation reaction at the other
side electrode recombines them into the other side electrolyte. The advantages of RFBs
include durability for large numbers of charge/discharge cycles, high round-trip efficiency, an
ability to respond rapidly to changes in load or input, and reasonable capital costs [50]. A key
benefit of RFBs is the ability to separate power and storage capacity, which makes it possible
to control the power and the electricity storage capacity independently.
The initial redox flow battery (RFB) was introduced by Lawrence Thaller of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in the 1970s [51]. The first RFB employed a
Fe2+/Fe3+ halide electrolyte solution in the positive half cell and a Cr2+/Cr3+ halide electrolyte
solution in the negative half cell. However, the cycling life was severely limited by the crosscontamination of the two half-cell electrolytes during charge/discharge processes. After this
attempt, RFBs using various types of redox active materials have been developed as
summarized in Table 2.1 [49].

5

Table 2.1 Various types of redox flow batteries [49].

Type

Positive half cell
reaction

Negative half cell
reaction

Electrolyte

Open
cell
Voltage
/V

Fe/Cr [52]

Fe2+ + e− ⇌ Fe3+

Cr2+ ⇌ Cr3+ + e−

1M FeCl2/1M CrCl3 in 2–3M
HCl

1.18

All-Vanadium
[53-55]

VO2+ + e− ⇌ VO2+

V2+ ⇌ V3+ + e−

1.7–2 M V in 4–5 H2SO4

1.26

Zinc-Cerium [56]

Zn ⇌ Zn2+ + 2e−

2Ce4+ +2e−⇌2Ce3+

1.5M Zn(CH3SO3)2 / 0.2M
Ce(CH3SO3)3 in 0.5M
CH3SO3H

2.43

Zinc-Bromine
[57,58]

Br2 + 2e− ⇌ 2Br−

Zn ⇌ Zn2+ + 2e−

ZnBr2 in excess of Br2
(ZnBr2 oil)

1.85

Fe/V [59]

Fe2+ ⇌ Fe3+ + e−

V2+ ⇌ V3+ + e−

1M FeCl2 in 2M HCl
/ 2M V in 4M H2SO4

1.02

Br/V [60]

Br2 + 2e− ⇌ 2Br−

V2+ ⇌ V3+ + e−

3.5M V in 7M HBr + 2M HCl
/ 2M V in 4M H2SO4

1.30

Polysulfide/bromine
(PSB) [7,61,62]

Br2 + 2e− ⇌ 2Br−

S42− + 2e− ⇌ 2S22–

5M NaBr / 1.3M Na2S5 and
1M NaOH

1.36

Mn/V [63]

Mn3+ + e− ⇌ Mn2+

V2+ ⇌ V3+ + e−

0.3M V3+ in 5M H2SO4
/ 0.3M Mn2+ in 5M H2SO4

1.77

Zn/Ce [64]

CeIII - e− ⇌ CeIV

ZnII +2e− ⇌ Zn

1.0M MSA 0.152 CeIII,
4M MSA 0.152 CeIII

2.2

Pb/Ce [65]

2CeIII⇌2CeIV+2e−

PbII + 2e− ⇌ Pb

1.5M PbII methanesulfonate in
1.0M MSA(Negative);
1.0M CeIII methanesulfonate
in 1.0M MSA (Positive)

1.7

Soluble-Pb [66,67]

Pb2+ + 2H2O + 2e−
→ PbO2 + 4H+
(Charge)

Pb2+ +2e− → Pb0
(Charge)

Lead(II) in methanesulfonic
acid

1.78

Fe/Fe [68]

2Fe3+ +2e−⇌2Fe2+

Fe2+ + 2e− ⇌ Fe0

FeCl2 (Negative)
FeCl2 & FeCl3 (Positive)

1.21

Zn/I [69]

I3− + 2e− ⇌ 3I−

Zn ⇌ Zn2+ + 2e−

ZnI2 in aqueous

1.29
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2.2
2.2.1

Type of redox flow battery
All-vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB)

All vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB) is the most popular and promising technology of RFB.
VRFB was first proposed by Skyllas-Kazacos and co-workers at the University of New South
Wales (UNSW) in 1980s [53-55]. VRFB employs four different oxidation states of vanadium
ions to form two redox couples with only one active component in both the anolyte and the
catholyte. Because VRFB uses vanadium ions in the both side electrolyte, the inherent crosscontamination issue by diffusion of different redox ions through the membrane can be
overcome, which allows the cycling life related to the capacity retention to be extended. The
VRFB employs the V2+/V3+ redox couple at the negative electrode and the VO2+/VO2+ redox
couple ate the positive electrode with the following charge-discharge reactions.

At the positive electrode
VO2+ + H2O ⇌ VO2+ + 2H+ + e−

E° = 1.00 V (vs SHE)

(2−1)

E° = − 0.26 V (vs SHE)

(2−2)

E° = 1.26 V

(2−3)

At the negative electrode
V3+ + e− ⇌ V2+
Overall cell reaction
VO2+ + V3+ + H2O ⇌ VO2+ + V2+ + 2H+

The electrochemical overall cell reaction gives an open cell voltage of 1.26 V at 25 °C. As
described in Figure 2.2, the electrolytes (anolyte and catholyte), which include the active
vanadium redox couples, are circulated through the anode and cathode half cells that are
separated by an ion exchange membrane. During the discharging process, VO2+ is reduced to
VO2+ at the positive electrode, while V2+ is oxidized to V3+ at the negative electrode. The
hydrogen ions move through the membrane to maintain the electrical balance of the
electrolytes. As the redox reactions proceed, color changes can be observed in both
electrolytes, i.e., yellow/blue on the positive half cell and purple/green on the negative half cell.

7

Figure 2.2 Schematic of an all vanadium redox flow battery [70]

Since the VRFB was first developed, continuous research has been conducted around the
world. While meaningful progress was made in advancing RFB such as the demonstration of
multiple MWh VRFB systems [71,72], the current technology is still not ready for the
commercial market because of significant limitations caused by vanadium solubility and the
stability of the electrolyte solutions. The thermal precipitation of V2O5 at temperature of 40°C
and above [71,73,74] and the low solubility (< 1.7 M) of vanadium at the real operating
temperature range restricts the energy capacity to < 25 Wh L-1 and the operating temperature
range between 10 and 40°C [73-76]. Therefore, a heat management system is necessary for
a practical VRFB system, which causes energy loss and overall operating costs [72]. Because
overall improvement of the VRFB system with respect to energy capacity and stability[W1] has
been still limited, more research is necessary to connect VRFB system with renewable energy
sources.

8

2.2.2

Iron/chromium (Fe/Cr) redox flow battery

In the early 1970, Thaller at NASA invented the iron/chromium (Fe/Cr) redox flow battery (ICB)
that employs a ferric/ferrous redox couple (Fe2+/Fe3+) as catholyte and a chromic/chromous
redox couple (Cr2+/Cr3+) as anolyte in an acid medium [51]. After NASA’s initial research, Mitsui
Engineering and Shipbuilding, Kanasi Electric Power Inc. and Sumitomo Electric Industries Ltd
produced a 10 − 60 kW test system in Japan in 1984 − 1989, which is based on the following
redox reactions [7,71].

At the positive electrode
Fe2+ − e− ⇌ Fe3+

E° = 0.77 V (vs SHE)

(2−4)

E° = − 0.41 V (vs SHE)

(2−5)

E° = 1.18 V

(2−6)

At the negative electrode
Cr3+ + e− ⇌ Cr2+
Overall cell reaction
Fe2++ Cr3+ ⇌ Fe3+ + Cr2+

The cell reaction offers a standard voltage of 1.18 V. The ICB employs a cation or anion
exchange membrane and carbon fiber, carbon felt or graphite as electrode materials. While
the redox reaction of Fe2+/Fe3+ shows a very high reversibility and fast kinetics on the
electrodes, the redox reaction of Cr2+/Cr3+ exhibits relatively slow kinetics on the electrodes.
To improve its electrode kinetics, expensive noble metal catalysts are used for Cr2+/Cr3+ redox
reaction, which leads to an increase in ICB cost [77,78]. Additionally, the low redox potential
of Cr2+/Cr3+ (-0.41 V) causes hydrogen evolution, which restricts the fuel use (~60%) and
reduces the coulombic efficiency. In early ICB system, the problem of cross mixing of iron and
chromium active species across the membrane was solved by using mixed electrolytes at both
cathode and anode side [79]. However, ICB system was not commercially developed due to
problems of low energy density for the mixed electrolyte cell, membrane fouling and the slow
chromium redox reaction.

9

2.2.3

Zinc/bromine (Zn/Br) redox flow battery

The zinc/bromine redox flow battery (ZBB) system employs bromide ion/bromine conversion
at the positive electrode and the zinc metal dissolution/plating redox reaction at the negative
electrode. The charge and discharge of ZBB cells proceed via the following electrode reactions.

At the positive electrode
2Br− − 2e− ⇌ Br2

E° = 1.087 V (vs SHE)

(2−7)

E° = 0.763 V (vs SHE)

(2−8)

E° = 1.85 V

(2−9)

At the negative electrode
Zn2+ + 2e− ⇌ Zn
Overall cell reaction
2Br− + Zn2+ ⇌ Br2 + Zn

The ZBB cell reaction offers a standard voltage of 1.85 V. At the positive electrode, bromide
ions are converted to bromine during charging or vice versa during discharging. Complexing
agents are employed to reduce the bromine evolution which is a serious health hazard. At the
negative electrode, zinc is reversibly deposited from ions. Unlike the traditional redox flow
systems, the ZBB system has less design flexibility with regard to power and storage capacity
because its total available energy capacity is restricted by the electrode area for plating zinc.
The ZBB system has a high energy density due to a high cell voltage, good reversibility, and
expectation of low material costs. However, the demonstration of ZBB has been limited due to
material corrosion, dendrite formation, electrical shorting, its low energy efficiencies, high selfdischarge rate, and short cycling life [50,80-82].

2.2.4

Polysulphide/bromine redox flow battery

In the polysulphide/bromine redox flow battery (PSB) system, the positive electrolyte is sodium
bromide, and the negative electrolyte is sodium polysulfide. A standard cell voltage of 1.36 V
is given by the following electrochemical reactions.
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At the positive electrode
3Br− − 2e− ⇌ Br3−

E° = 1.09 V (vs SHE)

(2−10)

At the negative electrode
S42− + 2e− ⇌ 2S22−

E° = − 0.265 V (vs SHE)

(2−11)

E° = 1.36 V

(2−12)

Overall cell reaction
3Br− + S42− ⇌ Br3− + 2S22−

During the charge process, the bromide ions are oxidized to bromine and complexed as
tribromide ions in the positive side, and the soluble polysulfide anion is reduced to sulfide ion
in the negative side. During the discharge process, the sulfide ion is oxidized, and the
tribromide ion is reduced. In this system, because all of the electroactive species are anions,
a cation-exchange membrane is used to prevent mixing of the anolyte and catholyte. The PSB
system was found to be attractive for RFB applications due to abundance of the electrolyte,
reasonable cost of materials and high solubility in aqueous media. However, this system is
suffered from the cross-contamination problems of both electrolyte solutions, the possibility of
deposition of Sulphur species on the membrane, and the formation of H2S(g) and Br2(g)
[7,71,83].
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2.3

Component of redox flow battery

2.3.1

Electrode

The electrodes in a RFB are required to have a high surface area, suitable porosity, low
electronic resistance, and high electrochemical activity toward the redox reactions to optimize
the performance of the RFB. Due to the commonly corrosive environment in a RFB, there are
limited choices of materials to fabricate electrodes. The early RFB, the Fe/Cr redox flow battery
(ICB) which was invented and developed at NASA, employed carbon fiber, carbon felt, or
graphite as electrode materials. Because of inadequate electrochemical activity, however, the
electrodes in an ICB require a catalyst coating for facile redox reactions [7,71]. Although the
carbon based electrodes often show inadequate electrochemical activity and kinetic
reversibility toward the electrochemical reactions between the redox species, graphite- or
carbon-based materials have been used as electrodes due to their inert and high-surface-area
properties in other RFBs such as all vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB), polysulfide/bromine
flow battery (PSB), zinc/bromine flow battery (ZBB) and vanadium/cerium flow battery
[4,7,8,11,12,13,16,28,71,84-95]. Among the RFBs, research on electrodes for the VRFB has
been the most performed by many research groups. The electrode materials used in a VRFB
must satisfy the following properties: (1) the electrode must have high electrical conductivity
and active surface area; (2) the electrode must be chemically stable in acidic and corrosive
environments; (3) the electrode must be electrochemically stable in the VRFB operating
potential window; (4) the electrode must have optimum porosity and good wettability for
electrolytes. This section provides a short introduction and overview of the technical trends in
VRFB electrodes.
Since the VRFB was first proposed by Skyllas-Kazacos [4,6], several research groups have
reported various outcomes about the VRFB electrodes to increase the electrochemical
properties. In early research, various approaches including heat treatment, chemical treatment,
electrochemical oxidation, and metal doping on carbon materials were employed to improve
the electrochemical properties.
Sun and Skyllas-Kazacos adopted heat treatment of graphite felt in 1992 to improve its
electrochemical activity [8]. As a result of heating at 400°C for 30 h, the energy efficiency of
the VRFB could reach about 86% at a current density of 40 mA cm-2. The improved activity
was attributed to the enhanced surface hydrophilicity and the formation of the oxygen
functional groups of C−O−H and C=O groups on the graphite felt surface, because the C−O
groups on the electrode surface played a role as active sites and catalyzed the electrochemical
12

reactions of the vanadium species. Figure 2.3 illustrates the reaction mechanisms which were
proposed by the authors [16]. Another method to modify the surface of graphite felt electrode
is chemical treatment. Sun and Skyllas-Kazacos employed chemical treatments with nitric acid
or sulfuric acid solution to increase electrochemical properties of the graphite felt electrode
[13]. A significant enhancement in VRFB performance was achieved after the graphite felt
electrode was treated with concentrated sulfuric acid solution. The improved activity was also
attributed to the increased oxygen functional groups of COOH and C=O groups which were
formed during chemical treatment. After chemical treatment with concentrated sulfuric acid
solution for 5h, the energy efficiency of the VRFB could reach about 88% at a current density
of 25 mA cm-2.
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Figure 2.3 Schematic illustration of the redox reaction mechanism proposed by SkyllasKazacos et al. [16] and reproduced by Kim et al. [16] for (a) VO2+/VO2+ redox couples in the
catholyte, (b) V2+/V3+ redox couples in the anolyte on the surface of the carbon felt electrode
in VRFB.
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Another method to increase the electrochemical activity of graphite felt electrode for the VRFB
is a combination of heating and chemical treatment [70]. The graphite felt was firstly treated in
98 wt% in sulfuric acid solution for 5h and then kept at 450 ℃ for 2 h. The synergetic effect of
heat treatment and chemical treatment increased the concentration of the COOH oxygen
functional groups on the graphite electrode surface and enlarged the specific surface area of
the graphite felt electrode from 0.31m2/g to 0.45 m2/g. As a result, improved reactivity of the
graphite felt electrode was attributed to the increased number of COOH oxygen functional
groups that behave as active sites, catalyzing the reactions of redox species and facilitating
the transfer of electron and oxygen effectively. Li et al. employed the chemical treatment on
the graphite felt electrode using mixed acids (nitric acid / phosphoric acid = 3:1) [96]. The
improved electrochemical properties of the treated graphite felt electrode was ascribed to the
increase of the interaction between vanadium ions with OH groups that were formed on the
surface of graphite felt electrode by mixed acid treatment. After the mixed acid treatment for
8h at 80℃, the energy efficiency of the VRFB could reach about 78% at a current density of
20 mA cm-2.
Electrochemical oxidation is another method to modify the graphite felts to improve their
electrochemical activity toward reactions between redox species. Li et al. studied
characteristics of graphite felt electrodes that were treated by electrochemical oxidation for the
VRFB [97]. After electrochemical oxidation treatment, the specific surface area of the graphite
felt electrode increased from 0.33 m2/g to 0.49 m2/g. The improvement of electrochemical
activity for the electrode is ascribed to the increase of the number of COOH group and the
special surface of graphite felt electrode. Tan et al. investigated the activation mechanism of
electrochemical treated graphite felt by electrochemical impedance spectrum [98]. The
changes in the value of electrochemical impedance can be explained by the increase of COOH
group on the graphite felt surfaces after electrochemical oxidation treatment. Zhang et al.
studied the electrochemical activation of graphite felt at a range of oxidation degrees [14]. The
graphite felt electrode was modified through electrochemical oxidation at a current density of
100 mA cm-2 in 1 M sulfuric acid solution. The increase of oxidized graphite felt activity could
be ascribed to the formation of the C−OH and COOH oxygen functional groups on the oxidized
graphite felt surface, which provided active sites for VO2+/VO2+ redox reactions. As a result,
the voltage efficiency and energy efficiency of VRFBs with oxidized graphite felt electrodes
were 4-5% higher than of VRFBs with pristine graphite felt electrodes.
The deposition of metals on the surface of graphite felt was used to improve the
electrochemical activity of redox species in VRFB. Sun et al. proposed metal incorporation on
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graphite fiber electrodes by impregnation or ion-exchange with solutions containing Pt4+, Pd2+,
Au4+, In3+, Mn2+, Te4+, or Ir3+[12]. Among these, the electrode modified by Ir3+ showed the best
electrochemical behavior for the vanadium redox species. Wang et al. reported Ir-modified
carbon felt as the positive electrode of VRFB [17]. The carbon felt was modified by pyrolysis
of Ir reduced from H2IrCl6 to improve the electrochemical reactivity. Ir-modification of carbon
felt improved the electro-conductivity of electrode materials and the Ir-material coated on the
carbon felt electrode surface decreased the cell internal resistance. Jeong et al. proposed
platinum-based electrocatalyst synthesized by polyol process to increase the VRFB
performance [99]. To increase the slow reaction rate of the VO2+/VO2+ redox couple, Pt/C
catalyst was synthesized and coated on the surface of graphite felt using air spray for VRFB
cell test. A significant improvement in catalytic activity and reaction reversibility was ascribed
to positively charged Pts that behave as active sites for VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction.
Apart from results by using noble metals, Gonzalez et al. proposed graphite felt modified with
nanodispersed bismuth as electrode in the positive half-cell of VRFB [100]. The graphite felt
was modified by immersion in a Bi2O3 solution in 0.01M HCl under vacuum for 3h and then
treated in air at 450°C for 3h. After the treatment, Bi-modified graphite felt contains 1.09 at%
bismuth on the surface of the fibers and presents a high concentration of defects or holes. As
a result, Bi-modified graphite felt showed excellent electrochemical performance and the
improved results were attributed to the dispersion of bismuth nanoparticles on the carbon
surface that served as stable active sites to facilitate the reactions. Furthermore, they reported
an additional achievement by incorporating Bi nanoparticles into the graphite felt electrode in
the negative half-cell of VRFB [101]. Unlike previous study, Bismuth was electrodeposited onto
thermal oxidized graphite, which was treated in air at 450℃ for 3h in advance, by immersing
the graphite felt in 0.005M Bi(NO3)3/ 1.0M HNO3 solution and applying -0.2V for 1min. And
then the graphite felt was treated in air at 450°C for 30min to stabilize the electrodeposited
bismuth. The reversibility of the V3+/V2+ redox reactions and the long-term cycling performance
of the electrode were improved by preventing H2 evolution through incorporating Bi
nanoparticles into the graphite felt. In this process, Bi nanoparticles on the graphite felt inhibit
H2 evolution by forming BiHx which is formed as an intermediate in the H2 evolution, but
reduces V3+ to V2+.
For the practical use of VRFB, many researchers have investigated metal oxide catalysts that
have relatively low price and comparable catalytic properties against compared with noble
metals [16]. Kim et al. investigated catalytic effects of Mn3O4 nanoparticles on the carbon felt
electrode for VRFBs [21]. Mn3O4 nanoparticles were incorporated onto the surface of carbon
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felts using a hydrothermal treatment. A carbon felt was soaked in 1M manganese acetate
solution and heated to 200°C for 12h for hydrothermal reaction. And then Mn3O4-modified
carbon felt was treated at 500°C for 5h under an Ar atmosphere for Mn3O4 attachment on the
carbon felt. After the modification, the electrochemical properties of Mn3O4-modified carbon
felt were increased because of well-dispersed Mn3O4 nanoparticles, which serve as an
electrocatalyst for the VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction. As a result, the VRFB using Mn3O4-modified
carbon felts exhibited improved coulomb, voltage, and energy efficiencies compared to the cell
using pristine carbon felts. Li et al. proposed Nb2O5 nanorod as powerful catalysts toward both
VO2+/VO2+ and V2+/V3+ redox couples to increase the electrochemical performance of the
graphite felt electrode in VRFB [22]. They investigated and optimized the amount, size, and
distribution of Nb2O5 nanorod catalysts on graphite felt surfaces and added salt containing W
in the precursor solutions during synthesis for more uniform distribution and minimum
agglomeration. VRFB using Nb2O5 nanorod catalyst on graphite felt electrode exhibited about
10.7% higher energy efficiency at 150 mA cm-2 as compared with the cell without catalysts on
graphite felt electrode. Tseng et al. investigated the effects of adding titanium dioxide (TiO2)
particles to the negative electrode in VRFB [102]. Hydrophilic TiO2/C composite electrodes
were prepared by a sol–gel method. The electrode specific capacitance and charge–discharge
efficiency of VRFB were improved by adding an adequate amount of TiO2 particles to the
carbon electrode. Wu et al. employed lead dioxide (PbO2) catalyst on graphite felt to improve
electrochemical properties [24]. Lead dioxide (PbO2) was prepared through pulse
electrodeposition method and PbO2 showed excellent electro-catalytic activity and reactive
velocity to vanadium redox couples. As a result, the efficiencies of VRFB using PbO2-modified
graphite felt electrodes were higher than the cell using bare graphite felt electrodes. Zhou et
al. proposed CeO2 decorated graphite felt as a high-performance electrode for VRFB [23].
CeO2 nanoparticle decorated graphite felts were prepared by a facile precipitation method and
showed higher activity and reversibility towards the VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction than the pristine
graphite felts. The cell using CeO2 decorated graphite felt which was optimized at the CeO2
content of 0.2wt% exhibited the highest energy efficiency.
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been used as fuel cell catalyst support because of their high
specific surface area, chemical stability, and excellent electrical conductivity [103-106]. Zhu et
al. firstly proposed graphite-carbon nanotube composite electrodes for VRFB [107]. Yan et al.
also employed CNTs as an electrode reaction catalyst for VRFB [108]. Multi-walled carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs) and hydroxyl and carboxyl functional MWCNTs were coated on the
surface of the carbon electrode. Modified carbon electrode showed increased electrochemical
activities, and the electrocatalytic kinetics of the redox reactions are in the order of carboxyl
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MWCNTs > hydroxyl MWCNTs > pristine MWCNTs. The VRFB using the carboxyl MWCNTs
modified carbon electrode exhibited excellent storage efficiency, suggesting the oxygen
functional groups could significantly facilitate the VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction. In addition to this
research, this group has reported various results about the electocatalytic effect of CNTs for
VRFB [109-111].
Nitrogen-doped carbon electrode materials have been explored and have been reported to
exhibit improved electrocatalytic activity compared with pristine carbon electrode materials
[112-118]. For use in VRFB, N-doped mesoporous carbon was prepared by soft-template
method and exhibited increased electrochemical redox behavior for the couple than the widely
used graphite felt electrode [28]. Also, N-doped PAN-based graphite felt by a hydrothermal
ammoniated treatment was reported for VRFB applications [29]. Wang et al. employed Ndoped carbon nanotubes on graphite felt (N-CNT/GF) by a chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
process and investigated the electrochemical performance in VRFB [30]. The cell using NCNT/GF electrode showed increased energy efficiency compared with pristine graphite felt
electrode. The significantly improved performance was attributed to the unique porous
structure and nitrogen doping of N-CNT/GF with increased surface area. Jin et al. developed
N-doped graphene sheet (NGS) to increase electrocatalytic performance [31]. NGS was
synthesized by annealing graphite oxide with urea at 700-1050°C and used as positive
electrodes in VRFB. Figure 2.4 shows the VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction mechanism on nitrogendoped carbon materials. In this study, the authors confirmed that the increased catalytic activity
was ascribed not to the nitrogen doping level but to the nitrogen type in the graphene sheets.
There are four types of nitrogen species doped into the graphene lattice including pyridinic-N,
pyrrolic-N, quaternary nitrogen, and oxidic-N. Among them, the quaternary nitrogen was
verified as catalytic active center for the VO2+/VO2+ redox couple reaction.
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Figure 2.4 VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction mechanism on nitrogen-doped carbon materials [31].
Bio-derived carbon materials were also investigated as electrodes for the VRFB. Park et al.
employed carbon-based catalysts by corn protein self-assembly [119]. Corresponding carbon
black nanoparticles were coated with nitrogen-doped graphite layers with oxygen-rich
functionalities. This treatment increased the catalytic activity towards both V2+/V3+ and
VO2+/VO2+ redox couples. As a result, a significant improvement in the energy efficiency of
VRFB was observed. The improved performances are attributed to the abundant oxygen active
sites and nitrogen defects in the corn protein-derived nitrogen-doped carbon black by
enhancing the electron transfer rate and vanadium ion transfer kinetics. Ulaganathan et al.
investigated the multi-couple reaction in VRFB by using bio-mass (coconut shell) derived
mesoporous carbon as electrode [120]. The modified electrode showed enhanced
electrochemical performance. It is believed that the increased cell performance was ascribed
to the improved electro-catalytic activity of coconut shell-derived high surface area
mesoporous carbon.
Recently, many researchers are continuing to report their results about electrode for VRFB
with various approaches. Park et al. proposed new fabrication method for highly porous
graphite felt electrode with high-performance [121]. They conducted the etching treatment on
graphite felt by repetition of a NiO/Ni redox reaction cycle to produce a high surface area. The
etched graphite felt has stepped edges incorporating oxygen defects which show increased
catalytic effect and wettability, and it led to enhanced electrochemical performance. Gonzalez
et al. employed graphene-modified graphite felt as electrode for VRFB by electrophoretic
deposition technology form graphene oxide suspension [122]. The graphene modified graphite
felt enhanced the electrochemical activity and kinetic reversibility towards the VO2+/VO2+ redox
reaction. It is believed that 3D-architecture consisting of fibers interconnected by graphene
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sheets is beneficial to the vanadium redox reaction. Blasi et al. employed an electrospinning
method to fabricate carbon nanofibers with oxide materials [123,124]. Electrospun oxidecarbon nanofiber samples showed improved electrochemical properties for VRFB. Apart from
these studies that were focused on electrode materials, Bhattarai et al. investigated different
designs of flow channels in porous electrodes of VRFB [40]. Electrodes with flow channels
improved the overall energy efficiency by reducing pumping power and enhancing flow
distribution of electrolyte.

2.3.2

Membrane

In redox flow batteries, membranes separate the cathode and anode compartments,
preventing mixing of anolyte and catholyte. They are permeable for charge carriers, such as
protons or sulfates, to make the electrochemical system maintain its electrical neutrality. On
the other hand, membranes should be impermeable for the active species and chemically
stable against oxidation and acid-catalyzed reactions. While the membrane must have
excellent chemical stability in VRFB systems due to the severe acidic environment and strong
oxidative VO2+ ions, hydrocarbon-based membranes which have relatively week chemical
stability can be used in ICB systems because of less corrosive active materials. To decrease
the resistance and thus power losses, the membrane needs to have a high ionic conductivity.
In general, the membrane is required to be hydrophilic at the interface between the electrolyte
and membrane surface to facilitate the ion transfer. Additionally, the fast ion transfer needs to
be highly selective; the transfer of active species should be minimized to decrease the energy
and capacity loss. Water transport across the membrane should also be restricted to balance
catholyte and anolyte. A membrane with low cost, high stability, and excellent conductivity is
significantly important for the commercialization of RFBs [70,125].
Generally, membranes can be classified as ion exchange membranes (IEMs) and microporous
membranes (separators). Ion exchange membranes can be further separated into two types:
cation exchange membranes (CEMs) and anion exchange membranes (AEMs). Both cation
and anion exchange membranes have been investigated for VRFB applications. Nafion, a
perfluorinated polymer membrane, has been studied the most in VRFB systems because it
can withstand the severe acidic environment and strong oxidative VO2+ ions in the positive
half-cell electrolyte. The Nafion membrane also is highly conductive to protons [126]. Although
the Nafion membrane has excellent chemical stability and proton conductivity, high vanadium
ion permeability which leads to loss of cell capacity and reduction of coulombic efficiency
remains a concern for VRFB systems.
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Therefore many chemical and physical modifications of Nafion membranes were performed to
enhance ion selectivity. Qiu’s group prepared Nafion/SiO2 hybrid membranes by using the solgel method to decrease vanadium ion permeability [92]. The incorporation of SiO2 into Nafion
can clearly decrease the crossover of vanadium because the polar clusters of the pristine
Nafion were filled with SiO2 nanoparticles during the in-situ sol-gel reaction of
tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS). The VRFB single cell with Nafion/SiO2 hybrid membrane shows
a higher coulombic and energy efficiencies and a lower self-discharge rate than that with a
pristine Nafion system. On the other hand, other types of inorganic hybrid Nafion membranes
were developed and employed in VRFB systems. These kinds of inorganic hybrid membranes
also focused on enhancing coulombic efficiency of the VRFB by increasing the ion selectivity
of Nafion. These membranes usually include organically modified silicate (ORMOSIL), organic
silica modified TiO2, and zirconium phosphates (ZrP) [127-129].
Hydrocarbon-based membranes have received broad attention in VRFBs due to their low cost,
high mechanical stability and high ion selectivity. In recent years, studies related to
hydrocarbon-based membranes have been focusing on sulfonated aromatic polymers
because their rigid main chain and less connected ionic cluster can prevent vanadium ion
crossover [130]. Chen et al. prepared sulfonated poly(arylene thioether), sulfonated
poly(fluorenyl ether ketone), sulfonated poly(fluorenyl ether ketone) with embedded SiO2,
sulfonated poly(arylene ether sulfone), and sulfonated poly(fluorenyl ether thioether ketone)
membranes for VRFBs [131-135]. Sulfonated poly(tetramethydiphenylether ether ketone)
(SPEEK) membranes were also prepared and employed in VRFBs by Zhang’s group [136].
These membrane showed much lower vanadium ion permeability and higher coulombic
efficiency than the Nafion membrane. In addition, (hydrocarbon-based) anion exchange
membranes raised attention because of their repellent effect to positive vanadium ions, which
leads to minimize vanadium ion transfer cross membranes. Various anion exchange
membranes were also prepared and employed in VRFBs by several research groups [137142].
Another type of membrane for RFB applications is the microporous membrane (separator).
These membranes have received continuous interest due to their obviously lower cost
compared to the Nafion membrane. Microporous membranes have been widely used in other
type of batteries such as Li-ion batteris and lead-acid batteries and water treatment systems.
Unlike the Nafion membrane and hydrocarbon-based membranes, microporous separator foils
generally have much larger pore sizes and thicknesses. Compared with the Nafion membrane,
microporous separators show higher ionic transport, but the ion selectivity is relatively lower.
Although the difference in transport rate of the different chemical species in the electrolyte
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allows the electrochemical system of VRFBs to activate, the degradation of VRFB performance
due to high vanadium ion permeability is inevitable. To minimize the vanadium ion crossover,
the Daramic[W2] membranes were optimized with various modifications and used for VRFBs
[143-148]. Despite the low ion selectivity problem, which has not yet been solved, the
significantly lower cost makes the separator foils attractive for the RFBs.

2.3.3

Electrolyte

In RFB systems, the electrolyte is the most important component, which can directly affect the
capacity and power of RFBs. Because the RFB utilizes two soluble chemicals as active
materials, the concentration of the electrolyte can determine the power density of the RFB.
Thus, the higher the solubility of the electrolyte, the more energy density it can have. The
temperature stability of the electrolyte is also significant, because the operation temperature
window of the RFB was determined by the temperature stability of the electrolyte. It is worth
noting that the electrolyte must have the electrochemical stability over the entire
charge/discharge range. When the state of charge (SOC) is 0% or 100%, the electrolyte could
be in the most detrimental condition during cell operation. The operating voltage windows is
generally limited by the water electrolysis potential of aqueous RFBs. Additionally, the redox
reaction potential of the RFB should be within the stable electrolyte potential window to prevent
electrolyte decomposition. The ionic conductivity of the electrolyte is also important to provide
proper rate capability of the RFB. Viscosity needs to be controlled to avoid high pressure drop
due to high viscosity. The characteristics of the electrolyte, such as the acidity, flammability,
stability against oxygen/water, etc., also are important factors in RFB system design and
durability. The electrolytes used in the various types of RFB systems are summarized in Table
2.1 above.
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3.

Characterization techniques

3.1

Electron microscopy techniques

3.1.1

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Scanning electron microscopy has traditionally been used to directly obtain the morphology
information of the used materials. SEM images were taken with Hitachi S-4700 microscope
(Japan) operated at an acceleration voltage of 10kV.

3.2

Thermal characterization

3.2.1

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a method of thermal analysis in which the mass of a
sample is measured over time as the temperature changes. TGA can provide information
about physical phenomena, such as phase transitions, absorption, adsorption and desorption
as well as chemical phenomena including chemisorption, thermal decomposition, and solidgas reactions. In this study, TGA (Pyris 1, PerkinElmer) was used to determine the thermal
stability of the sample. TGA consists of a precision balance with a platinum sample pan located
inside a furnace with a programmable control temperature. TGA was carried out from 25 to
1000 °C under a nitrogen atmosphere using a heating rate of 10 °C/min.

3.3

Spectroscopic characterization

3.3.1

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements can provide valuable information
about the chemical composition and bond structure of carbon supports and the surface
interaction between atoms. The XPS spectra were taken by a KRATOS AXIS NOVA XPS
system with a monochromated Al-Kα (150 W) source. The XPS energy scale was calibrated
by setting the binding energy of the carbon support to exactly 284.6 eV referenced to the Fermi
level. The deconvolutions of the XPS spectra were carried out using OriginPro 8.5 software.
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The relative concentrations of the surface species are equal to the corresponding
deconvoluted peak areas divided by the total XPS signal area extracted from the experimental
XPS core level regions of N 1s and C 1s.

3.4

Electrochemical characterization

3.4.1

Cyclic voltammetry (CV)

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is an electrochemical technique which measures the current that
arises in an electrochemical cell under conditions where voltage is in excess of that of predicted
by the Nernst equation. In this study, CV was performed in 0.05 M VOSO4 + 3.0 M H2SO4
electrolyte using a three-electrode cell. The graphite felt sample as a working electrode was
prepared with 1 cm diameter and 0.46 cm height by using a punch. It was loaded to a sample
holder with a glassy carbon disc as a current collector. The electrolyte was placed in the
sample holder and air bubbles were removed using a vacuum oven. Platinum wire and Ag/AgCl
electrode were used as counter and reference electrodes, respectively. The CV test was
performed over the voltage range from 0 to 1.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1 using
a Bio-Logic VMP3 multichannel potentiostat (France).

3.4.2

Charge/discharge test

Charge/discharge test is generally used to measure electrochemical performance of
rechargeable batteries. Figure 3.1 shows a lab-scale vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB) setup for charge/discharge tests. The vanadium redox flow battery single cell used for chargedischarge tests consisted of electrolytes, electrodes, bipolar plates, ion exchange membranes,
tanks, and pumps. The electrolyte from the inlet enters the flow path of the graphite bipolar
plate, undergoes an electrochemical reaction at the electrode, and exits through the outlet.
Protons produced through electrochemical reactions at the electrodes pass through the
membrane to the opposite compartment and electrons pass through the graphite bipolar plate
and the current collector. Commercial vanadium electrolyte with a total vanadium
concentration of 1.6 M (50% VO2+ and 50% V3+) in 2 M H2SO4 (GfE Metalle und Materialien
GmbH, Germany) was used. The electrolyte volumes on both the positive and negative sides
were 15 mL or 30mL and the area of the prepared graphite felt electrodes on both side was
4 cm2 or 25 cm2 depending on the experimental purpose. A Nafion membrane (N115, Dupont)
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was used as a separator. Charge-discharge cycle tests were measured with a
potentiostat/galvanostat (WonATech WBCS3000M2, Korea). The unit cells were charged and
discharged in the 1.6-1.0 V range (voltage under current, not OCV) at current densities
between 25 and 150 mA cm-2 at room temperature. The electrolyte flow rate was varied from
13 to 25 mL min-1 depending on the experimental purpose, which was controlled by a peristaltic
pump (Ismatec, Germany).

Figure 3.1 Vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB) set-up, (a) 2 x 2 cm2 VRFB setting, (b) 5 x 5
cm2 VRFB setting, (c) VRFB cell components (2 x 2 cm2), ① gasket, ② graphite bipolar plate,
③ copper current collector, ④ end plate
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4.

Ionic liquid derived nitrogen doped graphite felt electrodes for

vanadium redox flow batteries
In this chapter, we report a facile preparation method for nitrogen-doped carbon coated
graphite felts using a nitrogen-containing ionic liquid, 1-ethyl-3-methlimidazolium dicyanamide
(EMIM dca), as a nitrogen doping precursor. EMIM dca not only has a high nitrogen content of
39.5 wt% but also becomes a nitrogen doped carbon material with 18 wt% of nitrogen when it
is heated up to 900 °C in an inert gas. EMIM dca has shown good electrocatalytic activity as a
nitrogen containing carbon coating material in polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)
applications. For these reasons, various amounts of EMIM dca were coated on graphite felt
electrodes and then thermally treated. The effect of EMIM dca derived nitrogen-doped graphite
felt on the performance of VRFBs was investigated by various physical and electrochemical
analyses.

Figure 4.1 Molecular structure of 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanamide (EMIM dca)

4.1
4.1.1

Experimental
Preparation of the nitrogen-doped graphite felt electrodes

EMIM dca coated graphite felt was prepared by thermal treatment of EMIM dca on graphite
felt (SGL group, GFD 4.6EA, 2cm × 2cm). To coat graphite felt, EMIM dca was diluted in
acetone with various concentrations (1 wt%-50 wt%). The graphite felt samples were named
GF-Ed1 (EMIM dca 1 wt%), GF-Ed5 (EMIM dca 5 wt%), GF-Ed10 (EMIM dca 10 wt%) and so
on according to the concentration of EMIM dca. After the EMIM solution was coated on the
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graphite felt, the sample was placed in the hood for 3 hours to evaporate the solvent. The
prepared product was heated in a quartz tube under N2 atmosphere at 900 °C for 1h. For
comparison purpose, pristine graphite felt was also heated under air atmosphere at 400 °C for
30 h, named GF-Ref [8].

4.1.2

Physical and electrochemical characterization

The surface morphology of graphite felt was investigated by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) using a Hitachi S-4700 microscope (Japan) operated at an acceleration voltage of 10kV.
The graphite felt surface composition was analyzed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) with a KRATOS AXIS NOVA XPS system with a monochromated Al-Kα (150 W) source.
To investigate the electrochemical properties of the graphite felt electrodes, cyclic voltammetry
(CV) was performed in 0.05 M VOSO4 + 3.0 M H2SO4 electrolyte using a three-electrode cell.
The graphite felt sample as a working electrode was prepared with 1 cm diameter and 0.46 cm
height by using a punch. It was loaded to a sample holder with a glassy carbon disc as a
current collector. The electrolyte was placed in the sample holder and air bubbles were
removed using a vacuum oven. Platinum wire and Ag/AgCl electrode were used as counter
and reference electrodes, respectively. The CV test was performed over the voltage range
from 0 to 1.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1 using a Bio-Logic VMP3 multichannel
potentiostat (France).

4.1.3

Single cell test

The vanadium redox flow battery single cell used for charge-discharge tests consisted of
electrolytes, electrodes, bipolar plates, ion exchange membranes, tanks, and pumps.
Commercial vanadium electrolyte with a total vanadium concentration of 1.6 M (50% VO2+ and
50% V3+) in 2 M H2SO4 (GfE Metalle und Materialien GmbH, Germany) was used. The
electrolyte volumes on both the positive and negative sides were 15 mL and the area of the
prepared graphite felt electrodes on both side was 4 cm2. A Nafion membrane (N115, Dupont)
was used as a separator. Charge-discharge cycle tests were measured with a
potentiostat/galvanostat (WonATech WBCS3000M2, Korea). The single cells were charged
and discharged in the 1.6-1.0 V range (voltage under current, not OCV) at current densities
between 50 and 150 mA cm-2 at room temperature. The flow rate was fixed at 20 mL min-1,
which was controlled by a peristaltic pump (Ismatec, Germany).
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4.2

Results and discussion

4.2.1

Thermal stability of nitrogen-doping precursor

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out to analyze carbonization and mass yield
of the nitrogen-doping precursor, EMM dca, as shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 TGA of nitrogen-doping precursor (EMMI dca)

EMIM dca shows no significant weight loss up to a temperature of 300 °C and residual mass
of EMIM dca of 13% are detected at 1000 °C. Paraknowitsch et al. performed a more detailed
thermal analysis. As shown Figure 4.3, elemental analysis indicates that the carbon content is
increased over the whole temperature range, but the hydrogen and nitrogen contents are
decreased [41]. While the hydrogen content is less than 0.5%, the nitrogen content is about
10% at 1000 °C. These results show that EMIM dca is suitable as a nitrogen doping material.
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Figure 4.3 Course of the elemental composition of the material at different reaction
temperatures. [42]

4.2.2

Morphology of nitrogen doped graphite felts

Nitrogen doped graphite felts were prepared by performing thermal treatment on EMIM dca
coated graphite felt under a N2 atmosphere at 900 °C for 1h. EMIM dca has been previously
used as a precursor for nitrogen doped carbon materials which were obtained by a thermal
decomposition [43,44]. It was reported that the products possessed high nitrogen content,
local graphitic order, and good conductivities at high carbonization temperatures [3,41]. The
nitrogen content and the electrical resistance of EMIM dca depend strongly on the
carbonization temperature. For this reason, the thermal treatment on EMIM dca coated
graphite felt was performed at 900 °C, resulting in the formation of nitrogen-doped graphite felt.
Figure 4.4 shows the SEM images to demonstrate the surface morphologies of GF-Ed5 (Figure
4.4 a), GF-Ed10 (Figure 4.4 b), GF-Ed20 (Figure 4.4 c), and GF-Ed50 (Figure 4.4 d). Only few
and small particles were observed on the surface of GF-Ed5, and more and larger particles
were observed on the surface of GF-Ed10. When the concentration of the coated EMIM dca
solution was increased to 20 wt% (GF-Ed20), it could be confirmed that most of the surface of
the graphite felt was covered with coating materials. On the other hand, when the concentration
of the coated EMIM dca solution was increased to 50 wt% (GF-Ed50), it was observed that
excessive coating materials were generated on the surface of the graphite felt.
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Figure 4.4 SEM image of (a) GF-Ed5, (b) GF-Ed10, (c) GF-Ed20, and (d) GF-Ed50.

4.2.3

Cyclic voltammetry analysis

Cyclic voltammetry tests were carried out using the three-electrode system in 0.05 M VOSO4
+ 3.0 M H2SO4 electrolyte to evaluate the electrochemical activity of the prepared electrodes.
In cyclic voltammetry analysis, the peak potential difference (ΔEp = Epa - Epc), redox onset
potential, the peak oxidation and reduction current and their ratio (Ipa / Ipc) are investigated to
evaluate electrocatalytic activities for the V4+/V5+ redox reaction. As shown in Figure 4.5, the
peak potential difference of GF-Ref (ΔEp = 427 mV) is smaller than of GF-Ed1 (ΔEp = 530 mV),
and the ratio of the oxidation and reduction peak currents was closer to 1 for GF-Ref (Ipa / Ipc =
1.36) than for GF-Ed1 (Ipa / Ipc = 1.65). These results mean that GF-Ed1 has lower
electrochemical activity and reversibility for the vanadium V4+/V5+ redox reaction than GF-Ref.
GF-Ref with the oxygen functional groups prepared by the conventional heat treatment method
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in air at 400 °C for 30h showed better performance than GF-Ed1 coated with less EMIM dca.
However, as the amount of EMIM dca coated on the graphite felt increased, the
electrochemical performance increased, showing better electrochemical activity and
reversibility for GF-Ed20 (ΔEp = 414 mV, Ipa / Ipc = 1.32) and GF-Ed50 (ΔEp = 351 mV, Ipa / Ipc
= 1.23) than for GF-Ref.
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Figure 4.5 Cyclic voltammograms of GF-Ref and EMIM dca coating graphite felts with different
loadings in 0.05M VOSO4 + 3.0M H2SO4 electrolyte at a scan rate of 10 mVs-1 with a potential
window of 0.0 V to 1.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl, i.e. for the V4+/V5+ redox reactions.
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4.2.3

XPS characterization

To describe the effect of EMIM dca coating to improve the electrochemical activity, XPS
analysis was carried out for the prepared electrodes. According to the survey XPS spectra as
shown in Figure 4.6 a, it was difficult to identify nitrogen peaks in the GF-Ref. For the case of
GF-Ed20, a nitrogen peak could be observed and the elemental compositions are summarized
in Table 4.1. GF-Ref and GF-Ed20 showed nitrogen contents of 0.5 at% and 6.1 at%,
respectively. These results confirm that the graphite felt was doped with nitrogen through the
EMIM dca coating. To investigate the effect of the nitrogen doping on the EMIM dca coated
graphite felt, the N 1s spectra were deconvoluted into two peaks, which corresponded to
graphitic-N (401.0 eV) and pyridinic-N (398.3 eV) [41,42,149]. According to the intensity of the
deconvoluted contribution, the amount of graphitic N is higher than pyridinic N. In addition, the
C 1s spectra were obtained to confirm the nitrogen bonding structure. As shown in Figure 4.6c,
the C 1s spectra exhibited pyridinic C (285.6 eV) and purely aromatic carbon (284.7 eV) [41,42].
These results indicate that nitrogen atoms were successfully incorporated into the carbon
structure. Nitrogen doped carbon materials have been reported to improve their electrical
conductivity and oxidation stability [150-154]. It is known that the strong electronic affinity of
the nitrogen atoms causes modification of the electronic properties of carbon atoms, which
enhance the electron transfer between the graphite felt electrode and vanadium ions and
improve the wettability of the electrolyte [29,34]. Therefore, a high surface concentration of
nitrogenous groups improves the electrocatalytic activity of the felt for vanadium redox reaction.

Table 4.1 Elemental composition of EMIM dca coating graphite felt electrodes
Carbon

Nitrogen

Oxygen

(at. %)

(at. %)

(at. %)

GF-Ref

92.7

0.5

6.8

GF-Ed20

91

6.1

2.9

Sample
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Figure 4.6 (a) Survey XPS spectra of GF-Ref and GF-Ed20 (b) N1s XPS spectra of GF-Ed20
(c) C1s XPS spectra of GF-Ed20

4.2.4

Charge/discharge test

The charge/discharge experiments were carried out using a VRFB single cell to verify the
improved electrochemical activity for the nitrogen doping graphite felt electrodes. EMIM dca
coating graphite felt samples were prepared by coating 0.5, 1, and 5 wt% EMIM dca solutions
on graphite felts. Prior to EMIM dca coating, the pristine graphite felts were heated at 400°C
for 30 hours under air atmosphere in a box furnace and EMIM dca coated graphite felt samples
were heated at 600 °C for 1hour under nitrogen atmosphere in a tube furnace. The prepared
samples were named 2H-GF-Ed0.5 (EMIM dca 0.5 wt%), 2H-GF-Ed1 (EMIM dca 1 wt%), and
2H-GF-Ed5 (EMIM dca 5 wt%). The rate performances were measured by varying the current
density from 25 to 150 mA cm-2. Figure 4.7 shows the charge-discharge curves at a constant
current density of 75 mA cm-2. When the charge-discharge process was performed with an
upper limiting voltage of 1.6 V, the VRFB cells employing the EMIM dca coating electrodes
exhibited lower charge-discharge capacities than the GF-Ref prepared by the conventional
heat treatment method. Among the cells with the EMIM dca coating electrodes, as the amount
of EMIM dca coating increases, the charge-discharge capacities decrease and the
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overpotential during the charge and discharge processes increases. In the case of 2H-GF-Ed5
which had the worst performance, the discharge capacity decreased from 445 mAh to 153
mAh, and the voltage loss at the beginning of discharge process increased by 229 mV
compared to GF-Ref at the current density of 75 mA/cm-2
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Figure 4.7 Charge/discharge curves for VRFBs employing the graphite felts coated with
various amounts of EMIM dca at the current density of 75 mA/cm2.

Figure 4.8 shows the coulombic efficiency (CE), voltage efficiency (VE), and energy efficiency
(EE) of the VRFBs at various current densities during the charge/discharge cycles. However,
the charge/discharge results could not be obtained at the overall current densities because of
high overpotential caused by two steps heated EMIM dca coating graphite felt electrodes.
When graphite felt coated with 5 wt% EMIM dca solution (2H-GF-Ed5) was used, the
charge/discharge test did not proceed at current densities higher than 75 mAcm-2. Even with
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graphite felt coated with 0.5 wt% and 1 wt% EMIM dca solutions (2H-GF-Ed0.5 and 2H-GFEd1), charge/discharge tests were not successful at a current density higher than 125 mA cm2.

There was no notable difference between the CE values (~96%) of all prepared electrodes.

However, the VE of cells with EMIM dca coated electrodes decreased from 79% to 69% at 75
mA cm-2 as the amount of EMIM dca coating increases. This values are lower than the VE of
cell using GF-Ref which was heated without EMIM dca, indicating that EMIM dca coating
electrodes heated at 600 °C has reduced the electrochemical activity of the graphite felt for
the vanadium redox reaction. Finally, the cells with EMIM dca coated electrodes showed lower
energy efficiencies than the cell using GF-Ref at the overall current densities, suggesting that
the thermal treatment of EMIM dca at 600 °C is not suitable for increasing VRFB performance.
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Figure 4.8 Cycling performance of VRFBs employing the prepared graphite felts with various
amounts of EMIM dca at different current densities; (a) coulombic efficiency, (b) voltage
efficiency, and (c) energy efficiency.
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Second, charge/discharge tests were carried out with EMIM dca coating graphite felts, which
had been heated at 900°C for 1 hour under nitrogen atmosphere, to verify the improved
electrochemical activity for the nitrogen doping graphite felt electrodes. The prepared graphite
felt samples were named GF-Ed1 (EMIM dca 1 wt%), GF-Ed5 (EMIM dca 5 wt%), GF-Ed10
(EMIM dca 10 wt%) and so on according to the concentration of EMIM dca. The rate
performances were measured by varying the current density from 50 to 150 mA cm-2. Figure
4.9 shows the charge-discharge curve at a constant current density of 150 mA cm-2. When the
charge/discharge process was performed with an upper limiting voltage of 1.6 V, the VRFB
cells employing the EMIM dca coating electrodes exhibited higher charge-discharge capacities
than the GF-Reference prepared by the conventional heat treatment method. Among the cells
with the EMIM dca coating electrodes, as the amount of EMIM dca coating increases, the
charge/discharge capacities increase and the overpotential during the charge and discharge
processes decreases. In the case of GF-Ed20 which had the best performance, the discharge
capacity increased by 195%, from 8.2 Ah L-1 to 24.2 Ah L-1, and the voltage loss at the
beginning of discharge process decreased by 154 mV compared to GF-Ref at the current
density of 150 mA/cm-2. On the other hand, for the more EMIM dca coated GF-Ed50, the
voltage loss at the beginning of discharge process was similar to that of GF-Ed20, whereas
the discharge capacity was reduced by 9% due to the diffusion layer transport loss derived by
the excess coating material which caused EMIM dca coated graphite felt to be hard and brittle.
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Figure 4.9 Charge/discharge curves for VRFBs employing the prepared graphite felts with
different EMIM dca coating at the current density of 150 mA/cm2.

Figure 4.10 shows the coulombic efficiency (CE), voltage efficiency (VE), and energy efficiency
(EE) of the VRFBs at various current densities during the charge-discharge cycles. There are
hardly any differences between the CE values (~97%) of all prepared electrodes. However,
the VE of cells with EMIM dca coated electrodes increased from 71% to 78% (GF-Ref, 68%)
at 150 mA cm-2 as the amount of EMIM dca coating increases, suggesting that EMIM dca
coated electrodes has enhanced the electrochemical activity of the felt for the vanadium redox
reaction. Finally, the cells with sufficient amount of EMIM dca-coated electrodes (GF-Ed20,
GF-Ed50) showed about 10% higher energy efficiencies than the cell using GF-Ref at 150
mA cm-2.
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Figure 4.10 Cycling performance of VRFBs employing the prepared graphite felts with different
EMIM dca coating at different current densities; (a) coulombic efficiency, (b) voltage efficiency,
and (c) energy efficiency.

Figure 4.11 shows the efficiencies and discharge capacities for the cells with GF-Ed20 and
GF-Ref during 100 charge/discharge cycles at 100 mA cm-2. In CE results, no obvious
difference was observed for 100 cycles. As shown in VE results, GF-Ed20 presents higher
stability (deterioration from 85% to 81%) than GF-Ref (from 84% to 72%) during 100 cycles,
leading to higher EE in the VRFB cell. After 100 charge-discharge cycles, the discharge
capacity of the cell with GF-Ed20 was maintained at 81%, while the discharge capacity of GFRef was reduced to 52% from the initial capacity. These results indicate that the EMIM dca
coating not only improves the electrochemical activity but also enhances the stability of the
graphite felt electrode.
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Figure 4.11 Cycling stability of VRFBs with GF-Ref and GF-Ed20 at the current density of 100
mAcm-2; (a) coulombic efficiency, (b) voltage efficiency, (c) energy efficiency, and (d) discharge
capacity.

4.2.5

Conclusion

Nitrogen doped graphite felts were prepared by a thermal coating process of a nitrogen
containing ionic liquid on the pristine graphite felt for VRFB electrode applications.
Ethylmethylimidazolium dicyanamide (EMIM dca) was used as a precursor for the high
performance nitrogen-doped graphite felt electrode due to its high nitrogen content. According
to the experimental results, via EMIM dca a nitrogen-containing carbon material has been
successfully deposited on the surface of the graphite felt. From the results of CV, EMIM dca
coated graphite felts showed higher electrocatalytic activity than the graphite felt with the
oxygen functional groups which was prepared by the conventional heat treatment (GF-Ref).
The charge-discharge test results showed that EMIM dca coated graphite felts had much
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higher performance than GF-Ref. Working with a upper limiting voltage of 1.6 V the discharge
capacity of the 20 wt% EMIM dca solution coated graphite felt (GF-Ed20) was 24 Ah L-1 at the
current density of 150 mA cm-2, which is three times higher than that of GF-Ref. The cells with
GF-Ed20 also showed about 10% higher energy efficiency than the cell using GF-Ref at 150
mA/cm-2. More specifically, the capacity retention and energy efficiency of the cell with GFEd20 were higher than those of GF-Ref after 100 charge-discharge cycle test, which indicates
that the EMIM dca coating improved both the electrochemical activity and the stability of the
graphite felt electrode.
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5.

Nitrogen doped graphite felt electrodes by coating

polyacrylonitrile (PAN) for vanadium redox flow batteries
In this chapter, we report a facile preparation method for nitrogen-doped carbon coated
graphite felts using polyacrylonitrile (PAN). PAN is commonly used as a precursor for
producing carbon fibers and at the same time contains 26 wt% of nitrogen atoms in the
molecule [45,155]. Graphite felt, which is used as an electrode of VRFB, is also mostly
manufactured using PAN as a precursor. In the process of manufacturing carbon fiber from
PAN as shown in Figure 5.1, it can be confirmed that carbon material containing nitrogen can
be produced through oxidation and carbonization.

Figure 5.1 Chemical reactions during the stabilization and carbonization of PAN based
carbon fiber [45]
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In this study, the PAN is coated on graphite felt to improve the performance of VRFB single
cell electrodes by utilizing the mechanism of the process of manufacturing PAN from carbon
fiber. This is expected not only to increase the surface area but also to improve the
performance of the electrode by using the nitrogen doping effect through nitrogen in the
molecular structure of the prepared material. As a thermal treatment method for preparing PAN
coated graphite felt, the oxidation and carbonization process of the conventional carbon fiber
preparation process are used. In the oxidation process, it is known that the ring structure is
formed as a result of thermal treatment of the PAN, however it is not clear about its exact
mechanism. A lot of studies have been conducted to uncover the mechanism, and the various
structures of oxidized PAN are shown in Figure 5.2 [156].

Figure 5.2 Oxidation of PAN [156]
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To fabricate nitrogen-doped graphite felt electrodes by coating PAN, three kinds of thermal
treatment were performed; (1) oxidation at 280°C for 3 hours under ambient atmosphere, (2)
carbonization at 900°C for 1 hour under nitrogen atmosphere, (3) both oxidation and
carbonization. Experiments have been carried out on optimizing the heat treatment process
and the amount of PAN coating to improve the performance of VRFBs. In addition, the effect
of nitrogen-doped graphite felt by coating PAN on the performance of VRFBs was investigated
by various physical and electrochemical analyses.

5.1

Experimental

5.1.1 Preparation of PAN coated graphite felt electrodes
Nitrogen doped graphite felt by coating PAN was prepared by thermal treatment of PAN on
graphite felt (SGL group, GFD 4.6EA, 2cm × 2cm). To coat PAN on graphite felt, PAN was
dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide with various concentrations (0.5 wt% - 8 wt%). The graphite felt
samples were named GF-P0.5 (PAN 0.5 wt%), GF-P1 (PAN 1 wt%), GF-P2 (PAN 2 wt%) and
so on according to the concentration of PAN. After the PAN solution was coated on the graphite
felt, the sample was placed in the convection oven at 60 °C for 24 hours to evaporate the
solvent. The prepared product was heated for each purpose in different method; (1) oxidation
at 280°C for 3 hours under atmosphere in a box furnace, (2) carbonization at 900 °C for 1hour
under nitrogen atmosphere in a tube furnace, (3) both oxidation and carbonization. For
comparison purpose, pristine graphite felt was also heated at 400 °C for 30 hours under
ambient atmosphere, named GF-Ref [8].

5.1.2

Physical and electrochemical characterization

The surface morphology of graphite felt was investigated by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) using a Hitachi S-4700 microscope (Japan) operated at an acceleration voltage of 10kV.
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The graphite felt surface composition was analyzed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) with a KRATOS AXIS NOVA XPS system with a monochromated Al-Kα (150 W) source.
To investigate the electrochemical properties of the graphite felt electrodes, cyclic voltammetry
(CV) was performed in 0.05 M VOSO4 + 3.0 M H2SO4 electrolyte using a three-electrode cell.
The graphite felt sample as a working electrode was prepared with 1 cm diameter and 0.46 cm
height by using a punch. It was loaded to a sample holder with a glassy carbon disc as a
current collector. The electrolyte was placed in the sample holder and air bubbles were
removed using a vacuum oven. Platinum wire and Ag/AgCl electrode were used as counter
and reference electrodes, respectively. The CV test was performed over the voltage range
from 0 to 1.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl at a scan rate of 30 mV s-1 using a Bio-Logic VMP3 multichannel
potentiostat (France).

5.1.3

Single cell test

The vanadium redox flow battery single cell used for charge/discharge tests consisted of
electrolytes, electrodes, bipolar plates, ion exchange membranes, tanks, and pumps.
Commercial vanadium electrolyte with a total vanadium concentration of 1.6 M (50% VO2+ and
50% V3+) in 2 M H2SO4 (GfE Metalle und Materialien GmbH, Germany) was used. The
electrolyte volumes on both the positive and negative sides were 15 mL and the area of the
prepared graphite felt electrodes on both side was 4 cm2. A Nafion membrane (N115, Dupont)
was used as a separator. Charge-discharge cycle tests were measured with a
potentiostat/galvanostat (WonATech WBCS3000M2, Korea). The single cells were charged
and discharged in the 1.6-1.0 V range at current densities between 25 and 150 mA cm-2 at
room temperature. The flow rate was fixed at 20 mL min-1, which was controlled by a peristaltic
pump (Ismatec, Germany).
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5.2

Results and discussion

5.2.1

Thermal stability of nitrogen doping precursor

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out to analyze carbonization and mass yield
of the nitrogen doping precursors, pristine PAN and Oxi-PAN which was heated at 280°C for
3 hours under ambient atmosphere, as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 TGA of PAN and Oxi-PAN

PAN shows no significant weight loss up to a temperature of 315 °C, however rapid pyrolysis
occurs as the temperature increases further. Eventually, the weight loss increases with
increasing temperature, showing a residual mass of 39% at 900 °C and 31% at 1000 °C,
respectively. In the case of Oxi-PAN, a weight loss of about 8% occurs up to 100 °C, which
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appears to be due to the moisture inside the sample. It shows little weight loss from 100 °C to
350 °C, after which the weight of the sample gradually decreases. After all, the weight loss
increases with increasing temperature, showing a residual mass of 50% at 900 °C and 40% at
1000 °C, respectively. However, considering the influence of moisture in the range below
100 °C, it shows a residual mass of about 58% at 900 °C. These results indicate that Oxi-PAN
has a higher thermal stability than pristine PAN. At the same time, as shown in Figure 5.4, in
the case of PAN, since nitrogen-containing material can be generated through heat treatment
of less than 1000 °C, it can be used as nitrogen doping precursor [157].
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Figure 5.4 XPS survey spectra (a), N1s XPS spectra (b-g) and atomic percentages of different
nitrogen species (h) for PAN derived nitrogen-doped carbon nanosheet prepared from various
temperatures (from 600 °C to 900 °C) [157].
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5.2.2

Morphology of nitrogen-doped graphite felts

Nitrogen doped graphite felts were prepared by performing two steps of thermal treatment on
PAN coated graphite felt at 280 °C for 3 hours under ambient atmosphere and at 900 °C for 1
hour under nitrogen atmosphere. PAN is generally used as a precursor for producing carbon
fibers [45,155], and Graphite felt which is used as an electrode of VRFB is also mostly
fabricated using PAN as a precursor. The conventional carbonization process of carbon fiber
is performed at 1000 ~ 1700 °C [45], and there is little nitrogen in the structure of the carbonized
PAN at temperatures above 1000 °C. In addition, because the electrical conductivity of PAN
rapidly decreased when the carbonization occurred below 1000 °C [158,159], the
carbonization in this study was carried out at 900 °C to maintain the electrical conductivity and
use nitrogen doping effect on PAN coating. Figure 5.5 shows the SEM images to demonstrate
the surface morphologies of GF-Ref (Figure 5.5 a, b), GF-P4 (Figure 5.5 c, d) and GF-P8
(Figure 5.5 e, f). While the surface of GF-Ref without PAN coating was smooth, the coating
material was easily found on the surfaces of PAN coated GF-P4 and GF-P8. Furthermore,
when excess PAN was coated on the graphite felt, such as GF-P8, it was confirmed that pores
of the graphite felt were blocked by the coating material derived from PAN.
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Figure 5.5 (a) SEM image of GF-Ref, (b) A magnified image of GF-Ref, (c) SEM image of
GF-P4, (d) A magnified image of GF-P4, (e) SEM image of GF-P8, and (f) A magnified image
of GF-P8.
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5.2.3

Cyclic voltammetry analysis

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) tests were carried out using the three-electrode system in 0.05 M
VOSO4 + 3.0 M H2SO4 electrolyte to evaluate the electrochemical activity of the prepared
electrodes. In cyclic voltammetry analysis, the peak potential difference (ΔEp = Epa - Epc), redox
onset potential, the peak oxidation and reduction current and their ratio (Ipa / Ipc) are
investigated to evaluate the electrocatalytic activity for the V4+/V5+ redox reaction. For
comparison purposes, CV results of GF-Ref were shown with other PAN coating samples. The
peak potential difference of GF-Ref was 783 mV, and the ratio of the oxidation and reduction
peak currents was 1.50. As shown in Figure 5.6, the peak potential difference of GF-P0.5 (ΔEp
= 836 mV) was higher than of GF-Ref. This result indicates that GF-P0.5 has lower
electrochemical activity for the vanadium V4+/V5+ redox reaction than GF-Ref. GF-Ref with the
oxygen functional groups prepared by the conventional heat treatment method in the air at
400 °C for 30h showed better performance than GF-P0.5 coated with the little amount of PAN.
However, as the amount of PAN coated on the graphite felt increased, the electrochemical
performance increased, showing better electrochemical activity and reversibility for GF-P4
(ΔEp = 711 mV, Ipa / Ipc = 1.31) than those for GF-Ref.
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Figure 5.6 Cyclic voltammograms of GF-Ref and PAN coating graphite felts with different
loading in 0.05M VOSO4 + 3.0M H2SO4 electrolyte at a scan rate of 30 mV s-1 with potential
window of 0.0 V to 1.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl, i.e. for the V4+/V5+ redox reactions.

5.2.3

XPS characterization

To verify the effect of PAN coating to improve the electrochemical activity, XPS analysis was
carried out for the prepared electrodes. According to the survey XPS spectra as shown in
Figure 5.7a, it was difficult to identify nitrogen peaks in the GF-Ref. For the case of PAN coated
graphite felt, a nitrogen peak could be observed and the elemental compositions are
summarized in Table 5.1. GF-Ref, GF-P4 and GF-P8 showed nitrogen contents of 0.5, 5.2,
and 5.4 at%, respectively. These results confirm that the graphite felt was doped with nitrogen
through the PAN coating. In addition, even if the amount of PAN coating increased, the nitrogen
content of the PAN coated electrode surface does not increase significantly. To investigate the
effect of the nitrogen doping on the PAN coated graphite felt, the N 1s spectra were
deconvoluted into four peaks, which corresponded to pyridinic N (398.2 eV), pyrrolic N (399.5
eV), quaternary N (401.1 eV) and oxidized N (402.6 eV) [157,160] as shown in Figure 5.7b
and c. The contents of N in the PAN-coated graphite felt electrodes are illustrated in Table 5.2.
According to Table 5.2, the amount of quaternary N was the highest among various nitrogen
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forms in PAN-coated graphite felt, but the composition of the nitrogenous forms of GF-P4
showed different results from that of GF-P8. As the amount of PAN coating increased, the
amount of pyridinic N decreased while the amount of pyrrolic N and oxidized N increased.
These results indicate that nitrogen atoms were successfully incorporated into the carbon
structure. It is known that nitrogen-doped carbon materials improve their electrical conductivity
and oxidation stability [150-154]. The strong electronic affinity of the nitrogen atoms causes
modification of the electronic properties of carbon atoms, which enhance the electron transfer
between the graphite felt electrode and vanadium ions and improve the wettability of the
electrolyte [29,34]. Therefore, nitrogenous groups in the electrode surface improve the
electrocatalytic activity of the felt for vanadium redox reaction.

Table 5.1 Elemental composition of PAN coating graphite felt electrodes
Carbon

Nitrogen

Oxygen

(at. %)

(at. %)

(at. %)

GF-Ref

92.7

0.5

6.8

GF-P4

91.5

5.2

3.3

GF-P8

91.2

5.4

3.4

Sample
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Figure 5.7 (a) Survey XPS spectra of GF-Ref, GF-P4 and GF-P8 (b) N1s XPS spectra of GFP4 (c) N1s XPS spectra of GF-P8

Table 5.2 The contents of N form in the PAN coating graphite felt electrodes
Pyridinic N

Pyrrolic N

Quaternary N

Oxidized N

(at. %)

(at. %)

(at. %)

(at. %)

GF-P4

37.1

8.7

48.6

5.5

GF-P8

23.3

18.1

49.0

9.6

Sample

5.2.4

Charge/discharge test

Charge/discharge experiments were carried out using a VRFB single cell to verify the improved
electrochemical activity for the nitrogen doping graphite felt electrodes. The rate performances
were measured by varying the current density from 25 to 150 mA cm-2. First, the
charge/discharge test was carried out with oxidized PAN-coated graphite felts which had been
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coated with 0.5 wt% PAN solution and heated at 280°C for 3 hours under atmosphere in a box
furnace, named as O-GF-P0.5. As shown in Figure 5.8, however, the charge/discharge results
could not be obtained at the current densities of more than 125 mA cm-2. In the case of
coulombic efficiency (CE), the results of the cell using the O-GF-P0.5 sample and the reference
cell with GF-Ref are almost similar. In the case of the O-GF-P0.5 sample, it can be confirmed
that the CE value is slightly higher than GF-Ref, which is a result when the charging and
discharging proceeds relatively fast at low current densities due to the high overpotential. In
the case of voltage efficiency (VE) and energy efficiency (EE), efficiencies of the cell using OGF-P0.5 decrease more than those of the cell using GF-Ref as the current density increases.
In particular, at a current density of 100 mA cm-2, the EE of cell using GF-Ref was 79%,
whereas the EE of cell with O-GF-P0.5 was only 64%. These results show that the O-GF-P0.5
electrode has lower electrode performance than the GF-Ref electrode, indicating that the
oxidation treatment of PAN-coated graphite felt which is heated at 280°C for 3 hours under
atmosphere is not suitable for increasing the VRFB performance.
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Figure 5.8 Cycling performance of VRFBs employing GF-Ref and O-GF-P0.5 at different
current densities; (a) coulombic efficiency, (b) voltage efficiency, and (c) energy efficiency.
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Figure 5.9 shows the charge-discharge curves at a constant current density of 100 mA cm-2.
When the charge/discharge process was performed with an upper limiting voltage of 1.6 V, the
VRFB cell employing the O-GF-P0.5 electrode was only charged and discharged for a very
short time and exhibited much lower charge/discharge capacities than the GF-Ref electrode
prepared by the conventional heat treatment method. When O-GF-P0.5 was used as the
electrode, the discharge capacity decreased to about one fifth, from 293.3 mAh to 58.9 mAh,
and the voltage loss at the beginning of discharge process increased by 204 mV compared to
GF-Ref at the current density of 100 mA/cm-2.
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Figure 5.9 Charge/discharge curves for VRFBs employing GF-Ref and O-GF-P0.5 at the
current density of 100 mAcm-2.

Second, the charge/discharge tests were carried out with carbonized PAN coating graphite
felts which had been coated with 0.5 wt% and 1 wt% PAN solution and heated at 900°C for 1
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hour under nitrogen atmosphere, named as C-GF-P0.5 and C-GF-P1, respectively. Figure
5.10 shows the charge/discharge curves at a constant current density of 100 mA cm-2. When
the charge/discharge process was performed with an upper limiting voltage of 1.6 V, the VRFB
cells employing the C-GF-P0.5 and C-GF-P1 electrodes exhibited lower charge/discharge
capacities than the GF-Ref electrode prepared by the conventional heat treatment method.
When C-GF-P0.5 and C-GF-P1 were used as the electrodes, the discharge capacities
decreased from 293.3 mAh to 256.7 mAh, and the voltage loss at the beginning of discharge
process increased by 80 mV, from 1.29 V to 1.21 V, at the current density of 100 mA cm-2
compared to GF-Ref.
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Figure 5.10 Charge/discharge curves for VRFBs employing GF-Ref, C-GF-P0.5 and C-GF-P1
at the current density of 100 mAcm-2.
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Figure 5.11 shows the coulombic efficiency (CE), voltage efficiency (VE), and energy efficiency
(EE) of the VRFBs at various current densities during the charge-discharge cycles. However,
the charge/discharge results could not be obtained at the current densities of 150 mA cm-2
because of the high overpotential of carbonized PAN coated graphite felt electrodes. There
was no notable difference between the CE values (~96%) of all prepared electrodes. In the
case of voltage efficiency (VE) and energy efficiency (EE), efficiencies of the cells using C-GFP0.5 and C-GF-P1 decrease more than those of the cell using GF-Ref as the current density
increases. At a current density of 125 mA cm-2, the EE of cell using GF-Ref was 71%, whereas
the EE of cells with C-GF-P0.5 and C-GF-P1 was only 64%. In particular, as confirmed in the
100 mA cm-2 charge/discharge curve, no difference in efficiencies was found depending on the
concentration of the PAN solution at the overall current densities. These results show that
carbonized PAN-coated graphite felt electrodes have lower electrode performance than the
GF-Ref electrode, indicating that the carbonization treatment of PAN-coated graphite felt which
is heated at 900°C for 1 hours under nitrogen atmosphere is not suitable for increasing VRFB
performance.
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Figure 5.11 Cycling performance of VRFBs employing GF-Ref, C-GF-P0.5 and C-GF-P1 at
different current densities; (a) coulombic efficiency, (b) voltage efficiency, and (c) energy
efficiency.

Third, the charge/discharge tests were carried out with PAN-coated graphite felt electrodes
which had been both oxidized and carbonized at 280°C and at 900°C, respectively. The
prepared graphite felt samples were named GF-P0.5 (PAN 0.5 wt%), GF-P1 (PAN 1 wt%),
GF-P2 (PAN 2 wt%) and so on according to the concentration of PAN. The rate performances
were measured by varying the current density from 25 to 150 mA cm-2. Figure 5.12 shows the
charge/discharge curve at a constant current density of 150 mA cm-2. When the chargedischarge process was performed with an upper limiting voltage of 1.6 V, the VRFB cells
employing the PAN-coated electrodes exhibited a tendency to increase the charge and
discharge capacities as the coating amount of the PAN increased. When GF-P4 which showed
the highest charge and discharge capacity was used as the electrode of VRFB, the discharge
capacity increased by 87%, from 123.3 mAh to 230 mAh, and the voltage loss at the beginning
of discharge process decreased by 89 mV compared to GF-Ref at the current density of 150
mA/cm-2. However, when increasing the concentration of coated PAN up to 8 wt% (GF-P8),
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the VRFB cell using GF-P8 showed reduced charge and discharge capacity. In the case of
GF-P8, as confirmed in the previous SEM image, excessive PAN coating on the graphite felt
decreased the pores of the graphite felt and interfered with mass transport [161], which
resulted not only in increasing voltage loss but also in reducing the charge and discharge
capacity.

Figure 5.12 Charge/discharge curves for VRFBs employing the graphite felts coated with
various amounts of PAN at the current density of 150 mA/cm-2.
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Figure 5.13 shows the coulombic efficiency (CE), voltage efficiency (VE), and energy efficiency
(EE) of the VRFBs at various current densities during the charge/discharge cycles. In the case
of the CE result, the difference between the prepared samples was not noticeable, and it could
be confirmed that they were maintained constant at the overall current densities. However, the
VE of cells with PAN-coated electrodes increased from 64% to 73% (GF-Ref, 68%) at 150
mA cm-2 as the amount of PAN coating increases, indicating that electrodes coated with
sufficient amounts of PAN have improved the electrochemical activity of the graphite felt for
the vanadium redox reaction. Finally, the cells with the optimized amount of PAN-coated
electrodes (GF-P4) showed about 5% higher energy efficiencies, from 66% to 71%, than the
cell using GF-Ref at 150 mA cm-2.
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Figure 5.13 Cycling performance of VRFBs employing the graphite felts coated with various
amounts of PAN at different current densities; (a) coulombic efficiency, (b) voltage efficiency,
and (c) energy efficiency.

Figure 5.14 shows the efficiencies and discharge capacities for the cells with GF-P4 and GFRef during 100 charge/discharge cycles at 100 mA cm-2. In CE results, no obvious difference
was observed for 100 cycles. As shown in Figure[W3] 5.14 (b), GF-P4 presents higher VE (from
81% to 75%) than GF-Ref (from 77% to 71%) during 100 cycles. Although the EE of cell with
GF-P4 decreased after 100 cycles, it showed stable higher EE than that of GF-Ref during the
charge / discharge test. As shown in Figure 5.14 (d), since the VE and EE of the cell with GFP4 were higher than that of GF-Ref, it exhibited higher discharge capacity during the 100 cycle
charge and discharge test. After 100 charge-discharge cycles, the discharge capacity of the
cell with GF-P4 was maintained at 77.5%, while the discharge capacity of GF-Ref was reduced
to 64.8% from the initial discharge capacity. These results indicate that the PAN coating not
only enhances the electrochemical activity but also remains stable during the charge /
discharge test.
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Figure 5.14 Cycling stability of VRFBs with GF-Ref and GF-P4 at the current density of 100
mAcm-2; (a) coulombic efficiency, (b) voltage efficiency, (c) energy efficiency, and (d) discharge
capacity.

5.2.5

Conclusion

In order to fabricate nitrogen-doped graphite felt electrodes by coating polyacrylonitrile (PAN),
two steps of thermal treatment were performed. The graphite felt coated with PAN was heated
at 280°C for 3 hours under ambient atmosphere and then carbonized at 900°C for 1 hour under
nitrogen atmosphere. According to the experimental results, it was found that the surface of
the graphite felt was successfully coated with a nitrogen-containing carbon material. From the
results of CV, it was confirmed that the electrochemical activity and reversibility increased with
increasing PAN content. The charge-discharge test results showed that PAN-coated graphite
felt had higher performance than GF-Ref through PAN coating amount optimization. When 4
wt% PAN solution coated graphite felt (GF-P4) which showed the highest charge and
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discharge capacity was used as the electrode of VRFB, the discharge capacity increased by
87%, from 123.3 mAh to 230 mAh. The cell with the optimized amount of PAN coated
electrodes (GF-P4) showed about 5% higher energy efficiencies, from 66% to 71%, than the
cell using GF-Ref at 150 mA cm-2. In addition, the capacity retention and energy efficiency of
the cell with GF-P4 were higher than those of GF-Ref after 100 charge/discharge cycle test,
which indicates that the PAN coating not only enhances the electrochemical activity but also
remains stable during the charge / discharge test.
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6. Optimization of local porosity in the electrode as an advanced
channel for all-vanadium redox flow battery

In the previous works, the modifications of the electrode surface by introducing nitrogen-doped
carbon materials were performed to improve the electrochemical properties of the surface of
the electrode, leading to enhance the performance of VRFBs. On the other hand, the
appropriate distribution of electrolyte by controlling the electrode structure and the flow field of
bipolar plate is also important, because it is related to the reactant supply and the product
removal near the electrode surface. In this chapter, optimization of local porosity of the graphite
felt electrode was carried out to improve the power density of VRFBs. Three porous electrodes
were considered: uniform porosity, low porosity at the electrolyte inlet, and low porosity at the
electrolyte outlet. Because the theoretical operating voltage of VRFBs is lower than other
commercial rechargeable batteries, we tried to increase the power density of VRFBs by
improving the energy efficiency in the high current density region through optimization of the
local porosity of the electrode. First, the electrolyte flow field of VRFB with different electrode
design was analyzed numerically. Second, the relationship between electrode porosity and
current density was identified by examining the variation of charge/discharge curves and
energy efficiencies of the VRFB with varying current densities. In addition, the effect of flow
rate on VRFB performance under various electrode design was investigated in high current
density region. Finally, we proposed an empirical equation for the optimal distribution of local
porosity according to current densities.

6.1

Experimental

In this study, we developed a two-dimensional simulation model to analyze the flow field of
the electrolyte in three different porous electrodes. Furthermore, the performance of VRFBs
was experimentally measured for the porous electrodes at various current densities.

6.1.1

Electrode designs

In VRFBs, the electrode acts as the site for the electrochemical reaction. Therefore, previous
studies focused on treating the electrode surface to increase the surface area. At the high
current density region, however, the supply of reactants and the removal of products become
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the most important factor for electrochemical reaction. Therefore, we tried to improve the mass
transport of electrolyte in the electrode by controlling local porosity of the electrode. That is,
we studied the role of the electrode as a channel of the electrolyte to enhance the power
density of VRFB. Three different electrode designs as shown in Figure 6.1 were considered.
An electrode with uniform porosity (UP) was prepared as reference. Then we prepared an
electrode with low porosity at the inlet of electrolyte (LPI) by adding a piece of carbon felt there.
A third electrode with low porosity at the electrolyte outlet (LPO) was also prepared similarly.

Figure 6.1 Different channel designs in porous electrodes.
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6.1.2

Single cell test

An experimental setup was designed to investigate the performance of VRFBs with different
electrodes. A single cell assembly of VRFBs is presented in Figure 6.2(a). A cell with an active
area of 5 cm

5 cm was used in this study. The positive and negative electrode chambers

were constructed of PVC frame, and a Nafion® 115 membrane sandwiched by carbon felt
divided each chamber.

(a) Schematic diagram of all-vanadium flow battery single cell assembly structure

(b) Picture of experimental setup
Figure 6.2 Images of all-vanadium redox flow battery experiment
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Carbon felt (SGL group, GFD4.6 EA) was used as the electrode material to provide reaction
sites and channel for the electrolyte. The carbon felts were soaked in 3 M H2SO4 for 24 h, dried
in a hood at 30 °C, and then heated at 400 °C for 30 h to functionalize their surface. We
prepared 3 different types of electrodes. The porosity of the UP electrode (50 mm

50 mm

4.6 mm) is 0.94. This electrode was compressed to 3 mm-thick and introduced to the single
cell. Next, we prepared the LPI electrode by adding another piece of carbon felt (50 mm
mm

15

2.3 mm) at the electrolyte inlet of the UP electrode, and also compressed it to 3 mm

before use. This way, the electrolyte inlet in the VRFBs is more compressed (i.e., lower
porosity). Lastly, we prepared the LPO electrode that has a lower porosity at the outlet, by
adding a piece of carbon felt with a thickness of 2.3 mm to the UP electrode before
compression. Graphite bi-polar plate and copper current collector were connected to the
carbon felt. The electrolyte contained 1.6 M V3+ and 1.6 M V4+ dissolved in 3 M H2SO4 (30 mL).
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.2(b). We conducted charge/discharge cycle tests
to examine the effect of electrode design with locally controlled porosity on the performance of
VRFBs, by varying the electrolyte flow rate from 13 to 25 mL/min and the current density from
50 to 150 mA/cm2. The cut-off voltages of charging and discharging (1.6 and 1.0 V, respectively)
were controlled by a potentiostat provided by Wonatech. The performance of VRFBs was
evaluated in terms of the Coulomb, energy, and voltage efficiencies (CE, EE, and VE,
respectively) expressed as follows.

𝐶𝐸

100%

𝐸𝐸

100%

𝑉𝐸

100%

(6−1)

(6−2)

(6−3)
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6.1.3

Flow field modeling

Although vanadium ions are consumed and produced during the reaction, the volume change
due to these reactions does not affect the total amount of electrolyte and is therefore ignored
in this study. Then, transport of electrolyte in the porous electrode can be modeled by adding
a sink term to the Navier-Stokes equations [162-164].




p
( ui )  u j
(  ui )  
  ij  Si
t
x j
xi
x j

(6−4)

Here, u is the local velocity, ε is the porosity of electrode, and ρ is the density of electrolyte. μ
is the dynamic viscosity, and τ is the shear stress acting on the electrolyte. Subscripts i and j
represent the x and y components, respectively. For the pressure gradient within the porous
media, the first term in the right-hand side of eq. (6−4) is expressed as the Darcy-Forchheimer
equation, which is the Darcy’s law plus the viscous effects of the fluid:
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Here, k is the permeability of the porous electrode, and β is the non-Darcy coefficient. The sink
term, Si, is introduced to describe the viscosity and inertial loss, as shown below.
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Here, d and f are the porosity parameters and expressed as follows

d
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By considering conservation of mass in eq. (6−9), we can analyze the electrolyte flow field
within the porous electrode.

  ui

0
t x j

(6−9)

All parameter values associated with the simulation are listed in Table 6.1. In this study, the
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open source software, OpenFOAM version 2.1.2, was used for the two-phase flow simulation
within a porous electrode.
Table 6.1 Parameters of the electrode and electrolyte used in this study
Parameters

Value

Thickness of the electrode

3 mm

Porosity of the normal electrode

0.67

Porosity of the compressed electrode

0.33

Viscosity of the electrolyte

4.928×10-3 Pa.s

Density of electrolyte

1.84 g/cm3

Diffusion coefficient of electrolyte

2.12 ×10-9 m2/s

6.2

Results and discussion

In this study, the performance of VRFBs using different electrode designs was investigated
through experiments and numerical analysis. The goal was to understand the effect of local
porosity on the flow field of electrolyte and the performance of VRFBs. We especially focused
on the improvement of the performance of VRFBs at the high current density region. At the
end, we were able to obtain optimum distribution of the local porosity of electrode at the high
current density.

6.2.1

Analysis of the flow field of electrolyte in the electrode

The flow fields in the electrode were numerically analyzed shown in Figure 6.3. Here, the dark
blue region presented the electrolyte, and white regions represented empty area. The voids
can occur when the electrolyte flows from the empty area to porous media. In the void, the
electrochemical reaction does not occur, which means the loss of active area. Therefore, when
the area of blue region is large, the cell performance is improved, when the area of white region
is large, the cell performance is deteriorated. Through the results, we could see that when the
electrolyte flows through the UP electrode, the electrolyte is uniformly distributed within the
electrode. The uniform distribution of electrolyte appears to be due to the uniform local porosity
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of the electrode. Similarly, when the electrolyte flowed through the LPI electrode, few small
white regions were observed. A relatively large fraction of the white region is due to the
additional electrode layer at the inlet. On the other hand, when we used LPO electrode for the
VRFBs cell, many white regions were observed in the electrode. This is due to the extra layer
of electrode inserted at the exit. The low porosity region hinders the flow of electrolyte, so the
flow becomes disordered, resulting in a many white areas. With increasing void space, the
reaction area in the electrode was reduced. Therefore, when we used a LPO electrode the
voltage reached the limit voltage sooner, and the charge/discharge process terminated early.

Figure 6.3 Distribution of electrolyte in three different electrodes
Next, we examined the variation of the pressure and velocity vectors of the electrolyte in the
electrode that are shown in Figure 6.4. The pressure drop through the porous electrode was
relatively low for the UP electrode, being 0.18 bar whereas that for the LPI and LPO electrodes
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were 0.27 bar, both. Through this result we can know that more pumping power is consumed
when we inserted additional layer of electrode. In addition, the pressure drop was linear within
the UP electrode, but nonlinear with the other two with non-uniform porosity. A large pressure
drop was observed at the point of porosity change, owing to the high tortuosity. Analysis of the
velocity vectors provides further understanding about the electrolyte distribution in the
electrode. Except for the entrance region, the flow vectors in the UP electrode were neatly
aligned without mixing, while those in the LPI and LPO electrodes were well mixed due to the
local non-uniform porosity. The disordered flow could help enhance mass transport of the
reactant and product and increase the contact of the electrolyte with the electrode surface, so
as to increase the energy efficiency of VRFBs in the high current density region. Through the
results we can know that although a high tortuosity hinders the flow rate, it also facilitated the
electrochemical reaction by increasing the chance of contact of the electrolyte with the
electrode surface.

Figure 6.4 pressure and velocity vectors of electrolyte in the different electrode designs
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6.2.2

Effect of current densities on the performance of VRFBs

Next, we examined the effect of distribution of local porosity on the performance of VRFBs at
various current densities. The charge/discharge results for VRFBs with different electrode
designs at the current density of 50 mA/cm2 and flow rate of 13 mL/min were shown in Figure
6.5. When the charge process starts, the three cells had similar start voltages. However, the
operating voltages for the cells with electrodes with lower porosity at the inlet (LPI electrode)
and at the outlet (LPO electrode) reached 1.6 V faster than the cells with electrode with uniform
porosity (UP electrode). Similarly, the discharge speed was faster for the cells with LPI and
LPO electrodes than that of UP electrode. The charge-discharge time is 4040 s for LPO
electrode, 5100 s for LPI electrode, and 8300 s for UP electrode.
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Figure 6.5 Performance of VRFBs using different electrodes at 50 mA/cm2 and 13 mL/min.

The energy efficiency of VRFBs was maximized when using the UP electrode when the current
density was 50 mA/cm2 (83.6%, 82.5%, and 81.1% for the cells using the UP, LPI, and LPO
electrodes, respectively). The high energy efficiency of the cell using the UP electrode
originates from the higher Coulomb efficiency compared with other types of electrodes. The
Coulomb efficiency of the cell using the UP electrode is 96.1%, but that of LPI and LPO
electrode are 95.2% and 94.7%, respectively. The energy density of the cell using the LPI
electrode is higher than that of the cell using the LPO electrode because of the relatively high
voltage efficiency. The voltage efficiency of the cell using LPI electrode is 86.7%, but that of
the cell using LPO electrode is 85.7%. The results are related to the concentration
overpotential. At the LPI and LPO electrode, the supply of the reactant and the removal of the
product for the electrochemical reaction are insufficient under this operating condition. That is,
the concentration overpotential is large for the cell using LPI and LPO electrode at low porosity
region. Therefore, the charge/discharge processes of the cell using a LPI or a LPO electrode
are terminated earlier than that of the cell using a UP electrode.
Next, we examined the effect of distribution of local porosity on the performance of VRFBs at
high current density shown in Figure 6.6. Different from the previous results, the start voltage
of the cell using UP electrode turn out to be higher than that of the cell using a LPI or a LPO
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electrode. The start voltage of the charge curve is related to the membrane and interfacial
resistance of the cell. By adding an extra layer of electrode in the cell, the interfacial resistance
between membrane and the electrode decreased, resulting in a reduction of the start voltage
of the charge curve of the cell using LPI and LPO electrode. On the other hand, the charge
and discharge processes of the cell using LPI and LPO electrode are terminated earlier than
the cell using UP electrode as before. The charge/discharge time is 850 s for the cell using a
LPO electrode, 1070 s for that using a LPI electrode, and 1155 s for that using an UP electrode.
The cell using an UP electrode showed a maximum energy efficiency of 66.6%, and that for
the cell using the LPI electrode is 66.4%, and that using the LPO electrode is 65.0%. This
result is attributed to the decrease of the current density due to the enlarged reaction area by
adding an electrode layer. The results show that the difference of the energy efficiency
between the cell using UP electrode and LPI electrode decreases at high current density
region. As the current density decreases, the rate of reactant consumption decreases,
mitigating concentration overpotential. Therefore, we can expect that the energy efficiency of
the cell using a LPI and a LPO electrode can be higher than that of the cell using an UP
electrode at high current density region.
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Figure 6.6 Performance of VRFB using different electrodes at 150 mA/cm2 and 13 mL/min

In Figure 6.7, we examined the variation of energy efficiencies of the cell using three different
electrodes at various current densities. The difference in energy efficiency between the cells
using UP and LPI electrodes decreased as the current density increases, from 1.2% at 50
mA/cm2 to 0.2% at 150 mA/cm2. On the other hand, the difference in energy efficiency between
the cells using UP and LPO electrodes decreased as the current density increases, from 2.3%
at 50 mA/cm2 to 0.6% at 150 mA/cm2. These results showed that increasing the active area at
the entrance of electrolyte (LPI electrode) could improve the performance of VRFBs even more
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than increasing the active area at the exit of electrolyte (LPO electrode). Since the reactant
concentration was higher at the entrance of electrolyte, the former had a stronger effect on
promoting the electrochemical reaction. In contrast, when the active area at the electrolyte exit
was increased, there was less improvement in the cell performance because of the low
concentration of the reactant at the outlet. Therefore, the gap between the energy efficiency
between the cells using UP and LPO electrode is larger than that between the cells using UP
and LPI electrode.
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Figure 6.7 Energy efficiency of VRFBs with current density from 50 to 150 mA/cm2 at a flow
rate of 13 mL/min.

6.2.3

Effect of flow rate on the performance of VRFBs

In the previous discussion, we have shown that non-uniform porous electrodes can increase
the energy efficiency of VRFBs at high current density. Next, we explained the effect of the
flow rate of electrolyte on the alleviation of concentration overpotential under high current
density.
Figure 6.8 showed the energy efficiencies of charge/discharge cycles at the flow rates of 20
and 25 mL/min. At 20 mL/min, the energy efficiency for the UP electrode was the highest until
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the current density reaches 100 mA/cm2. At the charge/discharge current density of 125
mA/cm2 or more, however, the cell using LPI electrode had the higher energy efficiency. When
the flow rate was 25 mL/min, the cell using LPI electrode had the highest efficiency when the
current density was 75 mA/cm2 or more. The highest energy efficiency of the cell using LPI
electrode at high current density is related to well-developed species transport in the electrode.
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Figure 6.8 Energy efficiency of VRFBs from 50 to 150 mA/cm2 at the flow rates of (a) 20 and
(b) 25 mL/min.

In order to explain the losses occurring in the cell at high current density, we measured i-V
curves of VRFBs under various flow rates. Here, the state of charge (SOC) of the cell is
maintained as 50% at different operating current densities. The i-V curves of the VRFBs using
three different electrodes are presented in Figure 6.9. The discharge voltage of the cell using
an UP electrode is 1.3 V, and that of the cell using a LPI electrode is 1.28V at 50 mA/cm2. As
the current density increases, the voltage is almost the same at 125 mA/cm2, and the discharge
voltage of the cell using a LPI electrode become larger than that of the cell using an UP
electrode at 150 mA/cm2 (1.06 V, and 1.08 V for the cell using UP, and LPI electrode,
respectively).
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(a) Flow rate of 20 mL/min

(b) Flow rate of 25 mL/min
Figure 6.9 i-V curve of VRFB from 50 to 150 mA/cm2 at the flow rate of (a) 20 and (b) 25
mL/min
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When the flow rate increases, the energy efficiency of the cell using a LPI electrode shows the
highest among the cells using other electrodes when the current density was 75 mA/cm2 or
more, and the energy efficiency differences of the cell using a LPI and a UP electrode become
larger at high current density; the energy efficiency of the cell using LPI electrode is 1.12 V,
but that of the cell using a UP electrode is 1.07 V. Under low mass flow rate, there is insufficient
reactant supply and product removal near electrode surface, inducing severe concentration
overpotential. Therefore, the energy efficiency of the cell using a LPI electrode is similar to that
of the cells using an UP electrode, despite larger active area. When the flow rate of electrolyte
is large, however, the mass transport at the electrode surface is well established, resulting the
best performance of the cell using LPI electrode at high current density.
These results suggested that controlling the local porosity of the electrode could have a
pronounced effect at high flow rates. In particular, reducing the electrode porosity at the
electrolyte inlet could improve the performance of VRFBs more significantly than that at the
electrolyte exit.

6.2.4
An optimization of the local porosity distribution of electrode at high current
density
Lastly, we examined optimal distribution of local porosity of electrode at high current density
region. Here, we proposed an empirical relationship for the optimal distribution of the local
porosity with current density. The range of current density is from 75 mA/cm2 to 150 mA/cm2,
and the flow rate is maintained at 25 mL/min.
We conducted experiments to examine the energy efficiency of the cell by changing the
distribution of local porosity. The energy efficiencies of the cell were expressed as function of
the length of lower porosity region formed from the inlet and from the outlet shown in Figure
6.10. The maximum energy efficiency of VFB at the current density of 75 mA/cm2 is 79.8%
when the LPI electrode is occupied by 1.6 cm from inlet. Here, there is no LPO region at
electrode. The lowest point of 77.2 % is observed when the LPO electrode is formed until 1.5
cm from exit without LPI electrode region. When the current density is 150 mA/cm2, similar
trends is obtained. Here, the maximum energy efficiency is 67.7% and the minimum energy
efficiency is 64.6%. Through the results, we can convince that when the lower porosity is
formed at the inlet the energy efficiency is increased at high current density. When the LPI
electrode fraction amounts to one-third of the total length, the maximum energy efficiency can
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be expected. However, when the LPO electrode is introduced to the electrode, it increases the
concentration overpotential in the cell, resulting in a deterioration of the VRFB performance.
Based on these results, it can be concluded that reducing the electrode porosity at the entrance
of the electrolyte exerted more influence on the VRFBs performance than reducing the porosity
at the exit.

(a) Current density of 75 mA/cm2
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(b) Current density of 150 mA/cm2

Figure 6.10 Energy efficiency of VRFB at (a) 75 mA/cm2 and (b) 150 mA/cm2

Based on the results, we suggest an empirical relationship of the energy efficiency as a
function of current density, fraction of LPI and LPO electrode of the total electrode area. The
empirical relationship is expressed as follow.

aj 2  bj  cRi2  dRi  eRe2  fRe  g  e

(6−10)

Here, j is current density, and Ri and Ro are ratio of the length of LPI and LPO electrode to the
total length of the electrode shown below.

Ri 

LLPI
Ltotal

Ro 

LLPO
Ltotal

(6−11)

(6−13)
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LLPI is the length of LPI electrode, LLPO is the length of LPO electrode, and Ltotal is the length of
whole electrode. The constants of the equation are presented in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Constants of empirical equation of energy efficiency

Constant

Value

a

1.62×10-4

b

-0.20

c

-5.70

d

3.87

e

4.93

f

-6.85

g

93.49

To confirm the empirical equation, we measured the performance of the VRFB at 150 mA/cm2.
Figure 6.11 showed the charge/discharge curve and the efficiencies of the VRFB at a current
density of 150 mA/cm2 and a flow rate of 25 mL/min. When the charge process started, the
voltages of the cells using an optimal electrode is lower than that using the UP electrode (1.5,
and 1.54 V, respectively). Therefore, the voltage efficiencies of the cells with optimal electrodes
(71.3%) is higher than that with the UP electrode. Similarly, the energy efficiency was the
highest when using the optimal electrode (67.7%, compared to 66.6% for the UP electrode).
We can also infer that the charge-discharge capacities were larger for the optimal electrode
than the UP electrode, because the charge-discharge time of the former was 47.5% longer
than the latter. In the case of the optimal electrode, a higher concentration of reactant (at the
inlet) reacted with a larger electrode surface; hence, the charge/discharge capacity was larger.
The cell performance using the optimal electrode also benefits from the enhanced mass
transport of reactants and products at the exit. These results will help guide the electrode
design by varying its local porosity to obtain high power density.
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Figure 6.11 Performance of VRFBs using different electrodes at 150 mA/cm2 and 25
mL/min.
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6.2.5 Conclusion
We examined the effect of local porosity of the electrodes on the electrolyte flow field in VRFBs
at high current densities. Three different electrode designs were considered: uniform porosity
(UP), lower porosity at the inlet of electrolyte (LPI), and lower porosity at the outlet of electrolyte
(LPO). The results showed that the energy efficiency is superior with the LPI electrode,
because this design provided a larger active area in the region with high reactant
concentration, and improves the mass transport of product.
At the current density of 50 mA/cm2, the cell using UP electrode showed the highest energy
efficiency (83.6%), because of high concentration overpotential of the cell using LPI and LPO
electrode. At the high current density of 150 mA/cm2, however, the cell using the LPI and UP
electrode showed similar energy efficiency (66.4% and 66.6%, respectively), because this
electrode could provide a large active area at the inlet where the concentration of reactant was
high. The relatively higher porosity of this electrode at the outlet also helped to supply reactant
and remove the product. The advantage of the LPI electrode became more obvious when
sufficient electrolyte was supplied. At the higher electrolyte flow rate of 25 mL/min, the energy
efficiency of the cell using LPI electrode was 67.2% at 150 mA/cm2.
Finally, optimization of local porosity is conducted at high current density region. An empirical
relationship of energy efficiency is presented in terms of the current density and portion of LPI
and LPO electrode region. At 150 mA/cm2, the maximum performance of VRFBs is obtained
when the LPI electrode accounts for one third of whole electrode. The charge-discharge time
of this cell was 43.5% longer than those using the UP electrode. The energy efficiency of the
cell using optimal electrodes was 67.7%, and the cell using UP electrode is 66.6%. It is
expected that the power density of VRFBs can be improved by controlling the local porosity of
the electrode. The results of this study confirmed the improvement of performance of VRFBs
system at high current density by controlling the porosity of the electrode.
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Glossary



Porosity



Density (kg m-3)

u

Velocity (m s-1)

P

Pressure (bar)



Viscosity (Paꞏs)

τ

Shearing stress (N m-2)

S

Sink term

κ

Permeability (m2 s-1)

β

t

Non-Darcy coefficient

Time (s)

subscript i

x component

subscript j

y component
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7.

Summary

Although vanadium redox flow batteries (VRFBs) have received significant attention as energy
storage systems due to their various advantages such as long life time, low cost, high safety,
fast response, and design flexibility, there are still many problems to be solved for
commercialization. The performance of VRFBs is significantly affected by the electrochemical
activity of the electrode because the vanadium ion redox reactions occur at the electrode
surface during the charge-discharge cycle. However, the low electrochemical activity, poor
wettability and kinetic reversibility of the graphite felt electrode are significant obstacles to the
improvement of energy efficiency and rate capability of VRFBs. In this thesis, in order to
improve the performance of the electrode used in VRFB, methods of introducing nitrogen
doping material on the surface of electrode and local control of the porosity of electrode were
studied.
First, nitrogen-doped graphite felts were prepared by a thermal coating process of a nitrogencontaining ionic liquid on the pristine graphite felt for VRFB electrode applications.
Ethylmethylimidazolium dicyanamide (EMIM dca) was used as a precursor for the high
performance nitrogen-doped graphite felt electrode due to its high nitrogen content. According
to the experimental results, via EMIM dca a nitrogen-containing carbon materials has
successfully been deposited on the surface of the graphite felt. From the results of CV, EMIM
dca coated graphite felts showed higher electrocatalytic activity than the graphite felt with the
oxygen functional groups which was prepared by the conventional heat treatment (GF-Ref).
The charge-discharge test results showed that EMIM dca coated graphite felts had much
higher performance than GF-Ref. Working with an upper limiting voltage of 1.6 V the discharge
capacity of the 20 wt% EMIM dca solution coated graphite felt (GF-Ed20) was 24 Ah L-1 at the
current density of 150 mAcm-2, which is three times higher than that of GF-Ref. The cells with
GF-Ed20 also showed about 10% higher energy efficiency than the cell using GF-Ref at 150
mAcm-2. More specifically, the capacity retention and energy efficiency of the cell with GFEd20 were higher than those of GF-Ref after 100 charge/discharge cycle test, which indicates
that the EMIM dca coating improved both the electrochemical activity and the stability of the
graphite felt electrode.
Second, in order to fabricate nitrogen-doped graphite felt electrodes by coating polyacrylonitrile
(PAN), two steps of thermal treatment were performed. The graphite felt coated with PAN was
heated at 280°C for 3 hours under ambient atmosphere and then carbonized at 900°C for 1
hour under nitrogen atmosphere. According to the experimental results, it was found that the
surface of the graphite felt was successfully coated with a nitrogen-containing carbon material.
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From the results of CV, it was confirmed that the electrochemical activity and reversibility
increased with increasing PAN content. The charge-discharge test results showed that PAN
coated graphite felt had higher performance than GF-Ref through PAN coating amount
optimization. When 4 wt% PAN solution coated graphite felt (GF-P4) which showed the highest
charge and discharge capacity was used as the electrode of VRFB, the discharge capacity
increased by 87%, from 123.3 mAh to 230 mAh. The cell with the optimized amount of PAN
coated electrodes (GF-P4) showed about 5% higher energy efficiencies, from 66% to 71%,
than the cell using GF-Ref at 150 mA cm-2. In addition, the capacity retention and energy
efficiency of the cell with GF-P4 were higher than those of GF-Ref after 100 charge/discharge
cycle test, which indicates that the PAN coating not only enhances the electrochemical activity
but also remains stable during the charge / discharge test.
Third, we examined the effect of local porosity of the electrodes on the electrolyte flow field in
VRFBs at high current densities. Three different electrode designs were considered: uniform
porosity (UP), lower porosity at the inlet of electrolyte (LPI), and lower porosity at the outlet of
electrolyte (LPO). The results showed that the energy efficiency is superior with the LPI
electrode, because this design provided a larger active area in the region with high reactant
concentration, and improves the mass transport of product. In addition, optimization of local
porosity is conducted at high current density region. An empirical relationship of energy
efficiency is presented in terms of the current density and portion of LPI and LPO electrode
region. At 150 mA/cm2, the maximum performance of VRFBs is obtained when the LPI
electrode accounts for one third of the whole electrode. The charge-discharge time of this cell
was 43.5% longer than those using the UP electrode. The energy efficiency of the cell using
optimal electrodes was 67.7%, and the cell using UP electrode is 66.6%. It is expected that
the power density of VRFBs can be improved by controlling the local porosity of the electrode.
The results of this study confirmed the improvement of performance of VRFBs system at high
current density by controlling the porosity of the electrode.
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8.

Outlook

It was found that the use of nitrogen-doped graphite felt can increase the performance of the
VRFB by improving the electrochemical performance of the electrode. As a precursor for
nitrogen doping, ethylmethylimidazolium dicyanamide (EMIM dca), an ionic liquid with high
nitrogen content, and polyacrylonitrile (PAN), which is frequently used as the main material of
carbon / graphite products, were used.
First, even though the use of EMIM dca as a nitrogen doping precursor has been shown to
improve the performance and durability of VRFB, the high cost of ionic liquids may be an
obstacle, considering commercialization. In addition to reducing the price by mass production
of ionic liquids, there is a need for a way to lower the price of the ionic liquid itself.
Second, in this thesis, the performance of VRFB electrodes was improved by controlling the
content of PAN coated on the graphite felt, however, it is important to remember that various
changes can be made during the heat treatment as shown in previous reports on PAN heat
treatment. Therefore, if the PAN coating is made more uniform and the heat treatment process
is optimized, the electrode performance can be further improved. In addition, since the PAN
contains nitrogen in the polymer, if the process for preparing the graphite felt is controlled, it
may be possible to prepare a graphite felt having a nitrogen doping effect by itself without
additional nitrogen doping process.
In this study, we did not consider the process of generating oxygen functional groups, however,
if we develop a facile method that can prepare oxygen functional groups on the surface of
graphite felts and introduce nitrogen-doping effects at the same time, we will be able to improve
the performance of VRFB electrodes.
Furthermore, the study controlling the porosity of graphite felt seems to have more possibility
for further improvement of VRFB performance. As many studies have been conducted in the
field of flow path design in the case of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) having
a similar cell structure, various studies in VRFB applications can be made using the porosity
of graphite felt. In addition, it is expected that the performance of VRFBs can be further
increased when applied simultaneously with the study of introducing functional groups on the
surface of the graphite felt.
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of an all vanadium redox flow battery.
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(b) V2+/V3+ redox couples in the anolyte on the surface of the carbon felt electrode in VRFB.
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efficiency, and (c) energy efficiency.
Figure 4.9 Charge/discharge curves for VRFBs employing the prepared graphite felts with
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Figure 4.10 Cycling performance of VRFBs employing the prepared graphite felts with different
EMIM dca coating at different current densities; (a) coulombic efficiency, (b) voltage efficiency,
and (c) energy efficiency.
Figure 4.11 Cycling stability of VRFBs with GF-Ref and GF-Ed20 at the current density of 100
mAcm-2; (a) coulombic efficiency, (b) voltage efficiency, (c) energy efficiency, and (d) discharge
capacity.
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Figure 5.8 Cycling performance of VRFBs employing GF-Ref and O-GF-P0.5 at different
current densities; (a) coulombic efficiency, (b) voltage efficiency, and (c) energy efficiency.
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current density of 100 mAcm-2.
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at the current density of 100 mAcm-2.
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different current densities; (a) coulombic efficiency, (b) voltage efficiency, and (c) energy
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Figure 5.13 Cycling performance of VRFBs employing the graphite felts coated with various
amounts of PAN at different current densities; (a) coulombic efficiency, (b) voltage efficiency,
and (c) energy efficiency.
Figure 5.14 Cycling stability of VRFBs with GF-Ref and GF-P4 at the current density of 100
mAcm-2; (a) coulombic efficiency, (b) voltage efficiency, (c) energy efficiency, and (d) discharge
capacity.
Figure 6.1 Different channel designs in porous electrodes.
Figure 6.2 Images of all-vanadium redox flow battery experiment.
Figure 6.3 Distribution of electrolyte in three different electrodes.
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